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1. INTRODUCTION

In a paper on particle-like representations of the complete homogeneous

Lorentz group Lo (i) (Which shall henceforth be denoted by I) explicit

matrices were derived tor the infinitesimal operators of l—o i.e. tne

operators of spin, parity and isospin associated with f equivalent

particles. In the case where the particles were nucleoos the irreducible

representations were in the form of a double direct sum of represantation-3

of the rotation-reilexion group labelled Dy all of the possible spin and

isospin values. Tnus the eigenvalues of the representations provided

all the states of T nucleons and moreover the formalism yielded labels

lor these states. Kseentially the method employed minimal left ideals

oi the t>ira.c, ring to decompose the representation space of Lo into

irreducible subspaces each characterized by a projection operator

fa/?/'£
is a partition of r . Tnen the eigenvalues of '£^1 n^'ely 0,

^t, ' i'l. l f'3 } 'fit-* a r e t n e requisite labelling iunctionsj

tlie inacunissable states corresponding toL =o&n& in this note we shall

see how these considerations lit in with modern shell theory.
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The case ol' f equivalent electrons provides a particularly simple

example because tne state labelling function reduceB to jf 'ŷ  ' = l/; ^' (>• ̂ £ )

and it is shown in reference {^) how A is the number of electrons with

a negative spin {-$)i T - *• is therefore the number with a positive spin

(+£) and Dy the Pauli exclusion principle this is also the numoer of oreita

required. In this way the allowable spins are restricted t>y tne number

of orbits available to a particular shell, or conversely, once one is in

possession ol' the spin representation of Lo , the Pauli principle alone

allows one to write aown the angular momenta in a very simple way in the

irameworfc of atomic shell structure. This is done in section 2 and ay

making the assumption, underlying all of shell theory, that the addition

of a new electron does not disturb those already there it is possible to

lubei the states without introducing quantum number ae in the seniority

classification. It will be found (Table II) that slipntly more states

appear than are given by L- S coupling.

]n section 3 of this note it will oe shown that in the case of

equivalent nucleons ^ t is again the number of oroits required while

I ̂ ±+ ^J ) is the number of nucleons with positive (negative) spin, (XJ '"•V)

the number with a negative charge and f V + *« ) the number v/ith positive



(negative) parity. As in the electron case shells are tilled by the

states with the moat symmetry and there is complete correspondence witn

nuclear shell theory in that sudden changes in orbit occur whenever a shell

is tilled. In this way we have a unified model in which the co-operative

motion of r particles is restricted by the shell structure derived from

individual particle motion. Taole III is a ca-ta.loju.-i. or the permitted

states up to 12 nucieous and Table IV is an example of how experimentally

observed levels may be selected. Againcurrent shell theory places re-

strictions on tne angular momenta of -f nucleone once one ia in poesission

of their spin representations.

2. ATOMIC SHELLS.

Taole I shows how the possible partitions C^i ̂»7 of ^ equivalent

electrons are restricted by tne orbits available to a shell. Tne columns

are labelled by \^ , the number of orbits required, and, if the addition

of another electron does not disturb the conljguratioii, each time a shell

is lull this addition must cause a spillover into the next column and

therefore into the next shell* At tne same time this ensures that the

possible states of any one element are alwayB confined to the same shell.

It may readily be verified by relerence to any standard work (eg. (3))
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that the spins -3 =• i'fV->*.)are corractly assigned to the electronic

configurations s,p,d which are also shown lor easy reierence. All other

states are characterized by i£xj - O .

Furthermore the correct ground states are also obtained in a parti-

cularljrttransparent manner (Taole II) by assigning orbits, in accordance

witii the exclusion principle, to the spin states -4 that appear in the

columns of Table I* Trie heading 2 -a is the excess spins for that shell

and the number of positive excess spins remains the same in each column

of Table I. Therelore the orbits assigned to these like spins will not

change lor each set of columns labelled by the same L in Table II. /or

this reason the oroits assigned to positive spins nave not always oeen

written down lor the nd- shell.

It will oe observed that these orbits(in the lirst row of TaDle II

are such tnat only available quantum members are used. This row includes

the ground states (underlined) as well as the highest angular momentum of

any series ^column) characterized oy the same spin. All of these states

occur in the L- 5' coupling scheme cut, witn the single restriction that

tne ground state is not disturbed by the addition of more electrons, it

is possible to get many aore states not all of which are L- f> . This is

shown clearly oy Taole II which nas oeen drawn up so that eaoh column oi'oaet
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are the parents of tiie succeeding column. Thus the genealogy is clearly demon-

strated and unique Is Dele are provided lor recurring states without the noccessity

ol introducing a seniority quantum number. As an orbit, or column of Table I,

is filled the spin symmetry increases and thus only the states flue to the last

bound particles survive, a fundamental tenet of shell theory (4)-

3. NUCLEAK SHELLS.

In the case of r* equivalent nucleoae the possible states are labelled by

the partitions i \t ) t V3 A^J of r = )t, + >̂  + )3 + ^4. . In epite of

the similarity of notation this ie not the supermultiplet theory of Wigner (!?)

but as pointed out in (6) tiie supermultiplets are a neccessary condition for the

existence of the representations of I. Very briefly the supermultiplets are

restricted Dy the charge operator 7^ while the states of I incoporate 1~1 .

Therefore the nuclear states considered in this section will always have tne same

77 value, namely that of the iBOtope designated. We shall not oe concerned

with isobars and will begin by finding the physical significance of the partitions

for this new case. Thus we shall find labels lor the energy levels aue to

equivalent nucleons and to this end we consider the explicit form



ol the projection operators.

Here n *J are unit operators in the de Brog//e algebra Sr (4 ) whose

basis elements are generalized Dira.c matrices of the type considered in

reference (7) and satisiy

%*„ ^ 7^. = (''I f (3-Z)

while ^ is a primitive idempotent in 3-r. T.nen as pointed out in I the terms

of (3.i) represent all of the four possible charge-spin states of T nucleone

in the state Yt v a y3 y* 1#e* i f ( *} + ̂ v) is

the number of particles with a negative charge and ( ^j. + %i ) is the number

with a positive spin then we can only have the assignments.

i

Such an assignment will require Xf orbits to satisfy the exclusion principle

as can be seen lrom the adjoining Table which also shows how the parity, with

components equal to tne product of spin and isospin of each particle, ie given

by ('*>».+*«•)' %..

' '^-' -?-' .\ ''' •
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Charge

Spin

Parity

4- -h • • • • -h v-y- - •

*

f. + . . . - •+•

Of course, tne roles of spin and charge could be reversed and (3 • j) would

still yield four possible charge-spin states, but (3-3) has been chosen to agree

with (2) in that if all the particles have the same charge C '•<•• A3 - \^_ = o )

then \^ would be tne number with the saae spin type. Also ( **, •/• ^3)

could equally well be the number of particles with negative spin in which case

( At. * ̂ M.) would be tne number with a negative parity

Thus we obtain the canonical labelling scheme

()\j + ^^ ) • number of particles with negative charge

(>.,.

» number of particles with positive (negative)

number of particles with positive (negative) parity.

Such a state will need \t orbits, and by makinetne shell assignments of

Mayer and Jensen (8) Table III can be drawn up. This snows the possible

partitions of up to 12 nucleous i.e. to the closure of the //>. subshell.

Not all of tne partitions are admissable nuclear states and for clarity only

tne stat«s corresponding to the isotopes catalogued in reference (9) are shown.

* -s,



A check on the number of partitions is provided by the dimension

A/ - Z JL v( r- v+ z ) -t
v •*

I
V ( T- V + 2) +•

of the matrices of the infinitesimal operators of i~o since, as explained in

the introduction, the eigenvalues of these matrices are all the possible states

of r equivalent nucleovia. The dimension is indicated in the column on the

extreme rignt of the Taole.

Some of the assignments are necessarily tentative because unless the precise

value of tne angular momentum L is known there is some amoiguity in the choice

of tne spin to yield the observed total angular momentum J. For example,

•9

tne state [ 5 I 3 ZJ*assigned to D-e. with a ppin oi' -•£ could equally well have

q
been written £3 Z 3 1J and assigned to 3 with spin i§. This ambiguity

exists lor all labels where X{ is repeated otherwise tne assignments are

unique. For the same reason some of the states in Table III may be in-

accessible. A more precise identification must await the calculation

of energy levels* however an example of now experimentally observed levels

8 <2
may be labelled is Riven in Table IV lor Be and C . There may not always be

enough labels but these new states may oe due to mixed configurations which are

beyond the scope of this paper.
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Analyticity of the Eigenvalues and Eigeiif unctions of an

Ordinary Differential Operator with respect to a Parameter
/

T.B. SchcfEler
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ABSTRACT: We present a general theorem, with simple proof, on

the analyticity (with respect to a parameter >) of the. eigenvalue

and eigenfunctions of a linear homogeneous second order

differential operator H(A). The theorem is more general than

commonly used ones (Mewton 3 9 60) insofar as the boundary

conditions may depend explicitly on the parameter ?. and

eigenvalue E.

We djscuss analogous theorems, the moaning oC the

condition (C) required in the theorem, and boundary conditionr.

at infinity. Finally we extend the theorem to cover homogeneous

and nonho-.ogon^nus linear problems of arbitrary nrilvr, and

general nonlinear eigenvalue problems.

COHTENTS

1. Introduction - Applications of the theorem

2. Theorem

3. Analogous theorems

4. Proof

5. The condition (C)

6- Boundary conditions at infinity

7. Linear homogeneous eigenvalue problems of arbitrary order

8. Wonhomogeneous linear eigenvalue problems

9. General nonlinear eigenvalue problems

10. Acknowledgement

1' Introdu'.' ion: - Aprili c.iticn.s of the Tĥ civ̂ in

We present a heuristic derivation of a theorem on the

analytic dependence of the solution of an eigenvalue problem

on a parameter. The general emphasis of the paper is on

simplicity and heuristic value rather than conciseness:

The theorem a*ul \JLngf of section 6 clearly includes

that of section* 2 aa&*4~ as a special case. By the reasoning

of the footnote of section 2, the theorem and proof of section 8

includes that of section 7 as a special case. And clearly

the general nonlinear eigenvalue problem of section 9 includes

all the previous ones as special cases. But since the ideas

and mathematical apparatus of each successive nt.igo is somewnat

more romotu from tin.- everyday language of meat physicists.



it does seem tD be useful to consider the simpler cases explicitly.

The sections 1-6, on linear homogeneous second order

eigenvalue problems, are self-contained; they will probably

interest more physicists than will the subsequent generalizations

of sections 7-9.

The analytic dependence of the eigenvalues and -functions,

and hence matrix elements on a parameter occurring in a Hamiltonian

(or other) operator and/or boundary conditions are important in:-

(a) Semiclassical problems, such as

(i) Reactions (including Coulomb excitation) of heavy nuclei

(Weidenmuller 1971), or the quite similar case of collisions

of atoms and molecules (Landau 1931, X932) . Here the centre

of mass motion of the excited nucleus can usually be

treated classically.

fii.) Multiphoton ionization (Scheffler 1970a,b) and other

nonlinear optical phenomena in laser beams. Here the

oltrastrcng electromagnetic field of the laser beam

frequently corresponds to very high mode quantum

numbers, in which case the field may certainly be

treated classically.

In such semiclassical problems, the interaction

between classical and quantum systems depends explicitly on

the time t, and analyticity with respect to this parameter

(or with respect to some function £(t) which characterizes

the interaction V(t)) is of paramount importance in connection

with investigations into corrections to the adinhntic

approximation (Weidcnmiiller 1971, Schoffler 1970a).

(bj In some forms of the S-matrix theory of scattering, the

"natural" boundary condition, that of purely outgoing waves

at large distances (Peierls 1959, Humblet a Roscnfcld 1961)

is as the last excur.ple in section 3 below with \/\ tho wave

nwjnier k = v nXz". This boundary condition involves the

energy. The S-matrix or energy dependent wave function or

Green function nay be expanded in a Hittag-Leffler expansion

arounfi its polos in the E plane. These poles correspond to

quasi-stationary states (also termed Gamow, Weinberg, unstable

or decaying stater) which may be defined by an eigenvalue

equation where the (complex) eigenvalues £n= E - j V appear

explicitly in the boundary conditions. (Berggren 1968, Schoffler

1970b). Hence tho value of the generalization mentioned in

the Abstract.

The parameter A may also characterize the width,

depth, or surface: difCuscness of a potential well.



The sections 1-6, on linear homogeneous second order

eigenvalue problems, are self-contained— they will probably

interest more physicists than will the. subsequent generalizations

of sections 7-9.

2. Theorem

Let y (x,X) and En(X) be the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of a one-dimensional (i.e. ordinary) second

order linear differential operator Hi'A) which depends on a

parameter X:

H<A) «Pn(x,X) = E n ( m n < x , X ) , (2.1)

i.e.

lL ) ^ f ( A ) E ( X ) jf + fjfx,*)-^ + f2(x,A)-En(X)j Yn(x,X) = 0

with linear homogeneous boundary conditions at x = L+

] ̂  » 0
= L±

(2.Z)

Then E (X) and, for given x, Vn(x,X) arc analytic functions of

X vhenever

(A) H(X) is an analytic function of X

(B) the boundary conditions HH are analytic in X and in

the eigenvalue E; and

(C) the derivative

4§>x ' k F
+<

V<VX'E>'§- X'E) * ° — (2-3)
at E = E (X). Here v(x,X,E) is that solution of the differential

Whenever, as here, ip is the solution of a linear homogeneous

problem, it may of course contain a completely arbitrary

factor, independent of x. This factor may be a nonanalytic

function of X, but may of course be fixed by specifying

(i (x,X) or its derivative at an arbitrary point x=x ,

e.g. x = L. Clearly the choice of x is immaterial. If

<iR(xo,X) is analytic', our theorem asserts that <|/ (x,X) will

be so for all x.

Alternatively the condition that i|/(x ,X) be analytic

and nonzero for some x = x^ may be considered to be an

additional analytic boundary condition. In the linear homogeneous

eigenvalue problem of order m one then has a total of (m+1)

analytic boundary conditions (of which one is to be nonhomogeneous),

just as in the r.onhomogcneous and nonlinear problems — see

discussion of paragraphs 2 and especially 3 of section 8. 'jht </w >•<•-.-



equation (2. ].) which satisfies t.-'o initial conditions at x = L_ —

the boundary condition(2.2)at >: = L_ and a normalization

condition v(L_,A,E) = 1, or if this be incompatible with the

boundary condition, g-- v{L_,A,E) = J. The (discrete) eigenvalue

E (A) is to be replaced by the continuous parameter E when .

considering v(x,A,E).5L ^ .f.-^C, »-•<• -'.a- w* ••» -^.7-J? .». ̂.f..-,. <•? . -

In (A) and (B), a linear differential operator

of the form

Is defined to be analytic in the variable x (or paiametor X)

whenever all coefficients f (x,A) are analytic functions of
f df • V7x (or A). Boundary conditions I7 \<f , n E,X) - 0 are defined
-I n j-r J

to be aVialytic in X and/or E whenever the functions F4 are.
For the linear homogeneous boundary conditions (2.2) this

is the case when both a^I-^X^and b± (E,\) are analytic.

3. Analogous Theorems

I. It is well known that the qeneral solution of

a linear differential equation is analytic in the variable

wherever the differential operator is (Whittaker S Watson

1927, Morse + Feslibach 1953). Extensive use is made of this

theorem and its extensions in constructing power dories and

integral representations for solutions of differential

equations.

II. Consider now a general (linear or nonlinear)

differential equation (of arbitrary order) with a parameter.

The solution is analytic in the parameter X provided the

differential operator and initial conditions (Coddington S

Levinson, 1955)Mre analytic in X. (Titchmarsh 1962 and

Schcffler 19 70c' contain simpler proofs applicable to the

case that concerns us here - linear homogeneous second order

equations).

An example is the differential equation

+ A I ¥(x,A) = 0. The operator is everywhere analytic
dx2 J

in X, yet the general solution C(X)cos 0 x + D{A)

ft Theorem II ia stated more fully below equation (9.S).

Simple application of the chain rule yields the present form

of the theorem.



is analytic if and only if be«B<i»sy- conditions analytic in

are imposed. Examples of analytic boundary conditions are::
A

ft ft

TCO,»> - I ] . . n x , A ) = c o g y r x , a n d (nO,X) = Ol y = s l n ^ I x
*( ' ) (0,A) = 0) h l l ) (0,A) = Jj V A

These functions have Taylor ser ies in %/^x which converge cvoiywln ie

and contain only even powers of A , or integer powers of A, and

are thus en t i re analytic functions of A.

The general solution i s not everywhere analy t ic ,

as the coefficients C(A) and D(A) inay contain s i n g u l a r i t i e s .

E.g. with the singular b*tmtiai?y conditions (where W denotes the

Wronskian).

= A(A){
I Wle

1P^
the solutions A(X)'e" have branchpoints at X-0, as well

as possible additional singularities where A(A) may be singular.

We shall use the theorem II above (plus the theorem on implicit

functions) to prove our theorem and its subsequent extensions

(sections 7-9) .

4. Proof

Tha E (A) and Y (x,A) satisfy the differential

equation (2.1) together with the boundary conditions (2.2).

Let v(x,A,E) bo that solution of (2.1) which, for arbitrary

given parameters A and E, satisfy the boundary condition on

the left, at x = L_. In view of the linear homogeneous

character of the problem, we may without loss of generality

require that v be normalized by the condition v(L_,A,E) = 1;

or if this be inconsistent with the boundary condition at L ,

by v(11 (I,_,A,E) = 1. (This normalization : servos <_o exclude the

trivial solution \Ji(x)H0. It also fixes the arbitrary factor,

independent of x, in i(> - see footnote, section 3) .

Since v now satisfies one point boundary conditions,

it is, by the analogous theorem II (section 3), an analytic

function of E and A. For each given A,Ewill be an eigenvalue

E if and only if" v also satisfies the boundary condition

"Vie implicitly assume that eigenvalues exist.

Throughout, the symbol t̂ ffi' or v* will be used to

denote the m'th order derivative with respect to the; vari;:!'_lo__x.
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cm the right, at x = L+. Then ^n<x,X) = v(x,X,En(X)) will be

the corresponding eigenfunction.

Thus En<A) is determined by the boundary condition (2.2)

at x = L., which we now write as

F+fv(x,X,E), |£,A,E) = G(E,A) = 0. (4.2)''

By the theorem on implicit functions of analytic variables

(Bochner $, Martin 1948) « if the derivative

is nonzero for the solution E = E (X) of (4.2) - as we assumed

in condition (C) in section 2 - then E (X) is an analytic

function of X.

Since v is an analytic function of X and E, and EJ5(X)

is analytic, the derivatives (in the complex sense)

51- and aX" ~ 5T + S

exist, and V (x,X)is also an analytic function of X. The

theorem has thus been proved.

5. Condition (C)

If (jr),.! = 0 at the solution E (X.) of G(E ,X.) = 0,o Li A — A | n x n -t

then G (E ,A,+AX) = 0 v;ill (either for AX>o or 6X<o) generdlly

give multiple solutions for E . This can be seen from figure 1,

or equivalently by expanding G in a Taylor series in (E -<En(X)),
. (52) and proved

* In view of the fact that our theorem is first givenyy(§4) for

second order linear eigenvalue problems, then for general linear

homogeneous (57) and nonhomogeneous (§8) cases, and finally for

nonlinear cases (§9), we have numbered our equations in order to

stress analogies between these cases; Equations (2.2), (4.2),

(7.2), (8.2) and (9.2), and generally any set of equations with

the same number after the decimal, are analogous. (The number

before the decimal refers to the section in which the equation

occurs). A consequence is that within a given section numbers

may occur out of sequence, and some numbers do not occur at all.

But the ease of reference and comparison of the present system

seems for this paper to outweigh the disadvantage of these

slight irregularities.
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With coefficients which depend on X:-

G(B,X) = <B-En(X)> f| + |T (E-Ea{\)f ^ + ̂ ( E - E^M) 1 ^

with |f H §f <En<XJ'*> , 0 for X=X r

The points excluded by (2.3), i.e.. by condition (C) are therefore

those values of the parameter X at which eigenvalue levels cross,

or where new levels appear or existing ones disappear; or where

the one-dimensional problem is degenerate. It is seen that the

theorem applies primarily to the discrete eigenvalue spectrum.

This'theorem has been applied in connection with an

investigation of the limits of applicability of the adiabatic

approximation and of corrections to this approximation (Schcffler,

1970a). There one usually considers transitions only between well-

separated levels and level crossing does not occur, so that

the condition (C) is easily satisfied.

6. Boundary conditions at infinity,

So far we have considered boundary conditions at finite

points Ii+, in which case the spectrum is entirely discrete. We

now let L+-»-±<», and assume, in the case where li is a hamiltonian

* ft7 A2

operator H = - ^ . g^r + V(x) that either

(a) The potential V(x) tends to finite limits 0 and V >0 as

x ••«•{ or

(b) if V{x) does not have a lower bound" as x-*±<", the boundary

condition (1) must be such that at least part of the spectrum

is discrete and non-degenerate.

In cases of type (a) where V(x) tends to its limits not

slower than ~ as x-»->, it is known that the En(X) and ¥n(x,A)

tend to definite values as L+-*±». We assume this convergence

En(X/Ii) L±^"°° E n < X ) ; V X ' L > •L*'"\ V X ) (6'4)

Such cases are considered by Titchtnarsh (1962) and Scheffler

(1970b).
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t o i>e uniform* with xestpect ±o X, then ana ly t i c i t y with respect
t o A i s preserved .as 3i+-*i-»..

IChe .boundary condi t ions in cases (a) w i l l generally
involve -ySi or y/O-V „ so ±hat at if=0 or E=V branchpoints appear
i n them and X (X) .and % (x,X) are not ana ly t i c . These po in t s ,

levels can appear irom or disappear into the continuum,
are ol course already excluded £ram our theorem on analyticity
accrarflxng ±o .section 5 .-above.

j&n (ExampJje nf a ±>n.undary condition of type (b) is the
boundary condition . '

^1+ df

defines purely outgoing waves at large x. Here
£) = U^-YCE •+ nt) 1 B h [Ai(-£;)-i Bl(-C)l ; y £ (-^2—) V3

the oirf rfni.ntj ant! -incoming solutions of the Schrodinger
equation in a purely i inear potential v

l i n ( x ) = -ex. [The
analogues of Ut(f) in a zero potential are

functions.. ]

IWD :r.ow assume that if the potential tendr, to a linear

fomii V lx)-*—oi "sufficiently" rapidly as in figure 2, th<?

Cnow conipJex) aigenvisdues will tend to definite limits as

IJ*".J and also that -this convergence will be uniform with respect

to the parameter \ — the parameter might now be the (nonzero)

slope c DI the potential.. Then, again, analyticity with respect

to A is preserved. :Fnr fixample, if V(x) = vi• - -ex for all

lx\> 1 * all the assumptions arc clearlv satisfied:- For all

JfL_,"[>l the ciganvAlues -E (A) nnd eigenfunctions Y (x,X) in (6.4)

are iudepnndant of X^, and the convergence of (6.4) is uniform.

Presumably if V(x) — V. tx)—ex, where the "atomic potential"

* In partacular, JLI".V(x)̂ :0 .beyond a finite distance (for x>h )

t±)En applying iihe .boundary conditionl-r- - iv — — 17 _. = 0 at any
(.UX /I J X-l.

finite distance L boyortd LQ yields identically the same values

for Xn(\,L) and Y (X,L); and the convergence (6.4) is manifestly

uniform. Uniform convergence aJso holds if V(x)-»0 more rapidly

than anv oxnonehtial. e.q. as a Gaussian (Newton 1960).



V.(x)?C tends to zero "sufficiently" rapidly, this will remain

true.

7. Linear Homogeneous Kigor.valuo Problems of Arbitraty

Order

The proof given in section A depends essentially on the

analogous theoren for initial value problems and on the theorem

on implicit functions for analytic variables. In view of the

wide generality of these theorems — as formulated in section 3

and more fully in section 9; and proved by Coddington &

l.evinson (1955) and Bochncr & Martin (1948) respectively - we

now show th;>t the theorem can be extended to cover:

(a) linear homogeneous eigenvalue problems of arbitrary order

m > 2;

(b) linear nonhomogeneous eigenvalue problems of arbitrary order

m > 2;

(c) general nonlinear eigenvalue problems.

We first consider case (a). The m'tli order differrntiel

operator H(A)is given towards the end of section 2. We specify

a set of linearly independent solutions y.(x,A,K) of the

differential equation (H-E)i£=0 by the initial valuu conditions

<VX'E)=lSji
for some L^ in the interval ( L ,1., 1 . By theorem II (section 3) ,

the y.(x,X,E) are analytic functions of A and E. It is readily

seen that the y. are indeed linearly independent: In the equation

m
Z c. y. (x,A,E) = 0 (7.6)

1=1 * x

the coefficient c, (k=l, m) is seen to be zero if we differentiate

(7.6) (k-1) .times, set x = L o and utilize (7.5). Thus we can

write the general solution of the differential equation as

m
v(x, A,E, {a. }) = Z a, y.(x,A,E) (7.7)

1 1=1 1 1

The boundary conditions consist of a total of m linear

homogeneous relations between y and its derivatives up to older

<m-l). Ir these are imposed at x = L,, L-, L^ respectively
U>2), then



F1ca,E,!i'.^
U) ...^{la~l)L.., s J: b f c . ( X , E ) v

( j " V ( L ,X fE)=O; k=l,...
K X-i.g j = 1 KJ S

(7.8)

where the point* L (l<s=*Jt) where the boundary condition is

imposed varies with k. The coefficient.-; b, . in (7.8) must

be analytic in E and X, as were a+ and b+ in condition (B),

section 2.

We differentiate (7.7) (j-1) times with respect to x, and

substitute in (7.8), to obtain the following set of linear

equations for the coefficients {a^}:-

rn
t d. , a, = 0, • (7.9)

i=l -ki 1

where d.. = d. . <X,E) = Z b..(A,E) y.( j"1} (h , X ,E), (7.10)
ki ki j = i K] t s

r

Clearly d. (X,E)- will depend analytically onX and E. In order

to have a nontrivial solution for the {a^} and hence for the

eigenvalue problem, the determinant

det D = det j"dki"| 5 G(E,X) (7.2)j"dki"| 5

must vanish. This replaces our previous eigenvalue condition

(4.2) and gives solutions E (X). If again

(7.3)

* Multipoint boundary conditions, i.e. boundary conditions

applied at more than 2 points occur in the theory of strueturcs,

and in the suspension of rocket engines.

One may also consider the more general case of mixed

boundary conditions

£ I b. . (\,E)v{i~1] (L ,X,E)=O , k=l, m
j=l 6=1 k:)s S

(7.8')

instead of (7.8) . Apart from an obvious modification to

equatior. (7.10), and changing the phrase "boundary conditions

applied at different positions" to 'different boundary

conditions" in Item .irk (2) below, all our arguments are equally

valid for this case. A simple example of nixed boundary conditions

is the periodic boundary condition \(J(X+L) = ij>(x).



at the solution of (7.2), then E nU) is analytic in the

parameter X according to the implicit iunction theorem.

For such E (X), provided degeneracy does not occur (see

remark 2 of this section ), a subset of (m-1) of the equations

(7.9) will be linearly independent, and will thus uniquely

determine the ratios of the a^ = a i n ' ^
 a s finl-te rational

functions of the d. . (X,En (X)), and thus as analytic functions of

d, . and of A. Thus apart from an overall factor, the

a. (X) are analytic in X, and hence by the chain rule

î (x,X) 5 v(x,X,En(X),{ain(X)}) is, too. As already discussed

(footnote, section 2), this overall factor in il may be fixed

by an additional analytic boundary condition in X.

Remarks: (1) If ri = 2, the proof of section 4 is equivalent to

thin proof. That of section 4 more closely follows Hit! usual

approach to eigenvalue problems in physics textbooks (Schiff,

1968) whereas tho present form is more symmetric with respect to

boundary conditions imposed at left and right hand boundaries.

(2) The discussion of section 5, on the meaning of

condition (2.3) clearly applies to (7.3) too. The following nay

also be noted in this connection: The eigenvalue condition is

det D 3 G(E,X) = 0. If for some X, say X = X, it happens that

at the solution E (X^) of this equation the rank of the natri.-i

D be less than (m-1), then the solution for the {a.}, and hr̂ nco

for the eigenvalue problem, is not unique ~ degeneracy occurs

just as when g-p = 0. Those two conditions for degeneracy

is in fact seen to be equivalent if one considers more closely

the possibilities that boundary conditions imposed at different

positions will for certain discrete values E of E be linearly

dependent (these E are in fact the eigenvalues); and especially

that even certain subsets of these boundary conditions may for

discrete values of E be linearly dependent. The latter situation

would imply degeneracy.

8. Monhomogeneous Linear Eigenvalue Problems

If the differential equation is linear but nonhomogonecuf

a particular integral of the nonhomogeneous equation is to be

added to (7.7), ar.d if the boundary conditions are linear but

nonhomogeneous, the right hand side of (7.8) will be nonzero.

The effect of either or both of these changes will be to change

(7.9) to the form
m
I d. . a = c. ; k = 1,2,...;.(m+1) (C.9)

where the dyi are unchanged and cJ; = ck (X,K) depend:; analytically
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on A ami E.

If we Ii£i;i only m boundary conditions, then D would be

a square icatrix iuid by Cramer's rule, tho linear nonhemogencous

equations (8.9), and hence the eigenvalue problem, would h.ive

a solution whenever det D r 0. Thin does not give discrote

eigenvalues - in fact all real and complex values of E which art:

not eigenvalues of the corresponding homogeneous problem would

be solutions of this problem. In order to have the problem

overdeterir.ined for arbitrary E, we need (m+1) subsidiary

conditions. On--- may also consider the (m+1) boundary conditions

as (m+1) conditions on tho (m+1) parameters {a.,E}. The remark:

of the prccediii'i two sentences also apply to the m'th order

nonlinear eigenvalue problem of section 9.

The linear homogeneous eigenvalue problem superficially

differs from all other cases in that (in addition to the

differential equation) apparently only m subsidiary condition:.

are imposed. But in fact we here too have (m+1) conditions :-

the in boundary conditions plus the; condition that excludes the

trivial solution 1,'HO; and which fixes the arbitrary factor,

independent of x, in i/> (x,A). I n t n e

proofs of section?: A and 7 this e>:tra condition was explicitly

used.

We now consider the rank rD of the (n+1) x (m) matrix

D and the rank rA of the (m+l)x(m+l) augmented matrix

A = [D:C] , where C =• 1

Clearly r,>rD- The equations (8.9) for the [a.}, and

hence the eigenvalue problem, will have a solution if and only

if r. = r^. Now if at least m of the boundary conditions are

linearly independent (we thus exclude the possibility that

subsets of the boundary conditionr, be linearly dependent -•

this leads to degeneracy as discussed in the second remark

in section 7), the rank rD = m. Thus (6.9) and the eigenvalue

probler.i will have- a solution whenever r. = m, i.e. whenever

det A I det [D:C] = G(E,X) = 0. (8.2)

This is now our eigenvalue condition. If again

<2§) * 0 (fl.3>
A
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at the solution of (8.2), then by the implicit function

theorem, E (X) is analytic. The solutions (ain<*)J to (8.9),

where as before d k i<
x« E

n<
x" a n d ck(X,En(X)) are analytic,

are now unique finite rational, and hence analytic functions

of the d. . and c., and hence of X. Therefore 4>n(x,x)H

v(x,X,En(X),{ain(A)J) is analytic in X too.

The discussion of section 5 on (2.3) applies again

to (6.3).

9. General Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problems

We now consider a general differential equation, which

need not be linear in i< or its derivatives. The: mnditi onr

required for E (\) and <}• (x,X) to be analytic in ? are triven
• — — — n n • • —

by the form of equations (9.1), (9.2) and (9.3) and the parts

printed in itilics. The eigenvalue E is now a parameter to

be varied in order to satisfy differential equation and boundary

conditions, but it need not appear in the usual linear manner

as a coefficient. The differential equation is of the form

Here g is an arbi trary analytic function in some clor;cd s.'ti;ply

connected domain I) in t!.<j m+2 complex dimensional space* in the

variables X ,K, \j>, . . . ft ""'"' . The function need not be linear -

it may even be a transcendental analytic function.

As in (3.2) and (7.8), we impo:;e (m+]):<: boundary

conditions at the points-* x = L (s = 1, ....,1):-

k ' x=Lg

Here the functions F, are arbitrary analytic function:; in 1.he

domain D.

We denote by

v(x,x,X,E,a1... am) (9.7)

the solution of (9.1) which satisfies at x = x the initial value

"" See th*e==l"err..irk bellow equation (S.9) in the previous section ,
on the number of boundary conditions.

** As in section 7, h varies v/ith k. Again as in section 7, the
boundary conditions may also be mixad: Each F. is then an
'analytic function of ml + 2 variables ij^" 1'^, ,X,r),X,E. This
generalization does not affect any of our further arguments.



condition

v'3"1' (x,x,A,E,aj...am) = a. , j=l,...m. (9.5)

The theorem II, section 3, on initial value problems

may be stated more fully as follows (Coddington 6 Levinson 1955):

Consider an m'th order differential equation

**"> + g{xfXrt.t
(1>...*(lB"1)) = 0,

where in some coniplex m+1 dimensional domain D in the variables

^,iji.. ^ ' the function g is analytic (and where g is at least

Lebesgue integrnhJe* in x when A,i|',..y are constant).

Suppose that y(x) is a solution for X = X . Then the solution

w(x,x, X,a^. . .ain) which satisfies the following initial conditions

at x=x:

exists and is unique everywhere in a neighbourhood

U:- I la.-y^"1' (x)|+l X-X I <6 , &>o

in D. Moreover, yv is a" analytic function of ^»af'>'am ^n U.

The; extension to more than one parameter is also valid.

If g is analytic also in x, then w will also be analytic also

in x,x.

Since in our case D is Closed and simply connected,

it follows that the solution of (9.1) which satisfies (9.5)

is unique and analytic everywhere in D. The uniqueness is not

merely local, as above - this is seen by considering the

intersection of neighborhoods of type U above. Thus the solution

v in (9,7) will be an analytic function of all its arguments,

except possibly x and x.

We now impose the boundary conditions (9.2) on the general

solution (9.7) of (9.1):-

FkU,E,v,v
(1),..v(m""1))x=L = 0 k = l,(m+l) (9.8)

"• s

The dependence of f̂  on \ and K i s twofold: (i) The e x p l i c i t

*That such a weak condition on the x-dependence of g will suffice

is evident from considering the proof of the Pickard existence

theorem (CocWington * Levinson 1955 - Ch 1 theorem 3.1) from

which the proof of the present theorem is derived by appropriate

modifications.-
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dependence of F. on X and E has been required to be analytic.

(ii) F. also depends on X and E via the dependence of v and

its derivatives on X and E. In the previous paragraph we

showed that this dependence is analytic too.

According to our stated assumptions above, the

dependence of F. on a^ (implicitly via the dependence of v and

its derivatives on a.) is clearly analytic, by the chain rule.

Thus the F. are («)»•]) analytic functions of the (irw2) variables

{a....a , X,E} . According to the theorem on implicit functions*,

if the Jacobinn

3(F ,F , F )

L_i ££i_ % 0 ,9.3)

3(aj,.,.am,E)

at the solutions** then the solutions
ajn = ajnlX) ) i = 1/2,...,m
En =V*»

to the boundary conditions, and^the solutions

to thrj eigenvalue problem are unique in the neighborhood of these

solutions, i.e. thr> latter solutions are nondcgf-Tierato. They

have the further property that a. , E and hence also \J> are

analytic function; of the parameter X, when x is held constant.

Vnco~rcia~~orr~iiZr:Tici t functions for complex var iables n-:\y bo
stated as follows (Bochner & Martin 1948):- If the functions

F k ( w J , . . . , w r ; E 1 , . . . z s ) k = l , . . . , r
are analytic functions of the r+s variable.'; {w.) and {z.} in the

neighbourhood of ihe point wliere v^ = w^Q and ẑ  = zio; if the

values wi = w^o, :>.^ = z i o provide solutions of the r equations

Fk(wr..wr; zr..zs) = 0 k = l,...r, ; (9.81)

and if 3(Fj,...Fr)
• f 0 at the solution w. = w. , z. = z. ,
3(w^,..,wr>

 1 O

then equations (7) have in the specified neighbourhood a unique
solution

wj = wj ("r-..*t)«
which is analytic in the neighbourhood of the point 7.. , a_0<..;:

The theorem is thus the same as the correrponding one for real
variables, with "continuously differcntiable" replaced by "analytic"
throughout.
*••• Ac in section '!, we assume that solutions of this problem, i .o. of
the eigenvalue pi (.blera defined by (9.1)-(9.2), exist for all X in •'-•'
domain.



This proves our theorem for the general nonlinear

eigenvalue problem which contains a parameter X.
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Figure J: Two cases where ( j ^ ) ^ , = 0 at the point where G(E,X) = 0.

It is clear that if \ is varied slightly, eigenvalue levels will appear

or disappear.

\\'(x)

Piyufo 2: Potentials which asymptotically tend
(a) to constant values*; (b) to the linearly sloping

form Vlin(x) = -ex.
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1. Inleiding

Die Kondo effek is die versteurirtgs in die spesifieke

elektriese weerstand en ander eienskappe van nie-magnetiese

nvetale wat plaasvind as 'n klein hoeveelheid magnetiese on-

suiwerheid bygevoeg word. Die probleem wat ons beskou is dus

om die bydrae wat verstrooiing van geleidingselektrone vanaf

'n onsuiwerheidsatoom met spin S tot die spesifieke weerstand

van 'n metaal maak, te bereken as funksie van die temperatuur.

Uit die Boltzmann transportvergelyking kan aangetoon

word dat die geleidingsvermoë van 'n metaal eweredig is aan

die relaksasietyd, T , wat bepaal hoe vinnig die geleidingselektr*

tot termodinamiese ekwilibrium terugkeer. Op sy beurt is t

omgekeerd eweredig aan die totale verstrooiingstempo van deeltjii

op die Fermivlak. Laasgenoemde is volgens die optiese teorema

weer verwant aan die imaginêre deel van die een-deeltjie

verstrooiings (of T-) matriks, sodat uiteindelik vir die

spesifieke weerstand verkry word:

X.

Vir die geval van verstrooiing deur 'n tweedeeltjie-

interaksie, geld die volgende verband tussen die T-matriks

en die selfenergie:

T - n - i T (2)

Die eerste stap in die berekening van die spesifieke

weerstand is dus om die selfenergie van 'n geleidingselektron

in interaksie met die onsuiwerheid, te bereken. Ons gebruik

die Feynmandiagramformalisme hiervoor.
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2. Hantering van spinoperatore in diagramformalisme

Ons aanvaar 'n interaksie H = — /,X g%S %(rf - Vr }

tussen 'n geleidingselektron met spin (T, en die onsuiwerheid.

Die diagramformalisme vereis dat H' geskryf moet word in terme

van fermion-operatore, en ons kry vir v « £ « j

H'= -Tl,(C^^S,-<vC

waar k en k' geleidingselektrontoestande is en d die gelokali-

seerde toestand. Die onversteurde hamilton wat hiermee saamgaan,

is

**• r (4)

By eindige temperature word gemiddeldes oor al die

eietoestande van H geneem, insluitende die met 0 of 2

d-elektrone. Laasgenoemde stem ooreen met S = 0 en hierdie

sogenaamde spooktoestande wat deur die tweede kwantisasie van

die spinoperatore meegebring is, moet weer geëlimineer word

deur 'n keuse van die V±r •

Deur gebruik te maak van die feit dat die eindige

temperatuur Greenfunksie A-die kwosiënt van twee spore is,

kan nou aangetoon word dat vir 'n suiwer s = % sisteem,

waar *ff die Greenfunksie is wat bereken word in 'n sisteem

met 'n vaste spinprojeksie £ x a * i ( • * £ = ? ) . Uit

vergelyking 5 kan ook 'n soortgelyke verband vir die T-matriks

herlei word.

As ons nou in gedagte hou dat die onversteurde

verwagtingswaarde

V F_ .. _ *. Ie. _ It \ I 1*7-f
(6)

word dit duidelik dat ons die ensemble kan beperk tot sisteme

met S=T deur die keuse
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en die limiet U-++** te neem. Dus bereken ons die T-matriks

volgens die gewone diagrammatiese metode, diagrammatiese

metode, en neem die limiet u-**<° om T^. te kry; die limiet

U-*~* 9lewer T4, en die gevraagde T-matriks is net die

gemiddelde van die twee. Die netto resultaat is dat die spesi-

fieke weerstand gegee word deur

3. Identifikasie van die selfenergiereeks

Beskou die eenvoudige selfenergiediagram

Ons gebruik die konvensies: N t»», •

(a) k-elektron Greenfunksies word deur soneue lyne voorgestel

en dié vir d-elektrone deur stippellyne

(b) Die inkomende k-elektron het spin op, d-lyne regs van

die k-lyn het spin op en links daarvan het spin af.

Elke ontmoetingspunt van soliede- en stippellyne stel 'n

interaksie voor, en met behulp van die konvensies kan die

spesifieke matrikselement wat betrokke is geïdentifiseer word.

In bostaande diagram byvoorbeeld is albei interaksies spinomkerings

en die amplitude is (-2J).

Met behulp van die gewone konvensies word £, dan

gegee (in zerotemperatuur formalisme) deur

Beskou eers die geval waar U>0 (d.i. S =t), dan is die

twee yj -pole aan dieselfde kant van die as en die kontoer

integraal dus nul tensy «^< 0 , d.w.s. p < K p

Nadat beide integrasies uitgevoer is kry ons dan

Op soortgelyke wyse kry ons
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Op soortgelyke wyse kry ons

waar s, op soortgelyke wyse as s^ gedefinieer is, behalwe

dat die sommasie slegs strek oor momenta bo die- fermivlak.

By eindige temperature word dieselfde resultate

verkry, behalwe dat die skerp afsnit by die fermivlak in die

s-funksies vervang word deur 'n fermifunksie-afsnit met 'n

wydte van die orde van ft . 'n Benaderde waarde vir die s-funksie

kan verkry word deur die som met 'n integraal te vervang/ en

ons kry

~ _f> L, fiO T -Li" f
>-*P (13)

waar D HileV is en -f die digtheid van toestande by die

fermivlak.

Die logaritmiese temperatuurafhanklikheid wat hier

ter sprake kom is die een wat die weerstand groter laat word

as T->0, d.w.s. die Kondo-effek veroorsaak. Gevolglik is die

dominante bydraes tot die selfenergie, dié diagramme wat vir

'n gegewe orde in die interaksie, die hoogste mag van s (ut)

bevat.

Ons identifiseer dus die reeks parketdiagramme as

die belangrike selfenergiereeks, nl.

(14)

4. Sommasie van die selfenergiereeks

Die hele selfenergiereeks kan sommeer word in

terme van 'n vierstertknoop t (four tailed vertex part) en

'n sesstertknoop B, gedefinieer deur

8 -

(15)

(16)
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Dus is t net 'n deeltjie-deeltjie leerdiagramknoop,

en B is die som van alle onsiiranetriese parketvormige knope

wat begin met 'n mik onder en eindig met 'n mik bo, en 'n

willekeurige rangskikking van mikke tussenin het. Vgl.

14 word dan

- 1 s \ o. 2*
\8

1
\ B JL

(17)

Aangesien die interaksie momentumonafhanklik is, kan

t maklik gevind word utt die integraalvergelyking voorgestel

deur

(18)

Dit is ook maklik om 'n diagramvergelyking vir B neer

te skryf, nl waar t die deeltjie-holte leerdiagramknoop is.

.ÜÏX-
(19)

_ 4_O--
Dit blyk egter dat die kern van die integraalvergelyking

van vgl (19) nie skeibaar is nie sodat dit moeilik is om op te

los. Nogtans kan 'n eenvoudige oplossing gevind word as

slegs dié diagraitune wat, soos die leerdiagramme of net

deeltjies öf net holtes in tussentoestande bevat.

Die volgende eenvoudige vorm vrord dan vir die selfenergie

gevind:

^•f.4- (20)

Met behulp van vgls. 8 en 13 vind ons dan vir die

spesifieke weerstand

(21)

Vergelyking 21 bevat die werk van verskeie vorige

outeurs as benaderings daartoe. So verkry Abrikosov

bv. uit 'n benaderde sommasie van parketdiagramme dat



I 6

,-1
(22)

wat essensieel die eerste term in 'n reeksuitbreiding van

vgl. 21 is en Nagaoka ' verkry uit 'n ontkoppelde bewegings-

vergelyking formalisme

(23)

wat weer 'n benadering van vgl. 22 is.

Ons uitdrukking, vergelyking 21, verskil egter radikaal

van vgls. 22, 23 en alle ander vorige nie-selfkonsistente

resultate deurdat vgl. 21 nie divergeer by 'n kritiese

temperatuur nie, maar slegs 'n gladde maksimum bereik

(vir J<0) by die Kondo temperatuur

\
(24)

By temperature bo T, gee vgl. 21 'n goeie weergawe van

die eksperimentele gedrag van Kondo sisteme. Die feit dat

R onder T. daal en neig na nul as T-»0, stem egter nie ooreen

met eksperimente nie wat eerder 'n versadiging by T = 0 voorspel.

Om so 'n gedrag te reproduseer is dit nou nodig dat ons die

parketdiagramme selfkonsistent moet sommeer.

5. Selfkonsistente sommasie van parketdiagramme

Die selfkonsistente parketsom verkry ons deur die k-lyne

in die selfenergiediagramme weer te beklee met die T-matriks.

Ons benader egter eenvoudigheidshalwe die T-matriks met die

selfenergie.

Dit beteken dat die nie-wisselwerkende Greensfunksie ^
in die berekening van s , vervang word deur die volle °

Greensfunksie £. Deur gebruik te maak van 'n spektraal-

daarstelling van y kan bewys word dat vgl. 20 bly geld vir

die beklede £ in terme van die beklede s-funksie, terwyl

s in terme van Z. gegee word deur

(25)
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(26;

Daar is dus nou vier gekoppelde komplekse vergelykings

wat opgelos moet word. Ons los egter slegs op vir die self-

energie by die Fermivlak («)= 0) en deur gebruik te maak van

sekere simmetrie-eienskappe van die 2 en s-funksies kan die

spin-op en spin-af vergelykings ontkoppel word.

In die S= 7s geval, bv. los ons dan uit die oorblywende

twee vergelykings op vir Re S^ en Jm $,» , en skryf dit in terme

van twee nuwe veranderlikes x en y gedefinieer as

(28)

Uit vgls. 13 en 24, blyk dat in die onbeklede geval x en y

net die waardes

-i I (30)

het, terwyl die spesifieke weerstand gegee word deur

In die selfkonsistente geval, is x en y egter die

oplossings van die volgende vergelykings, verkry soos bo

beskryf:

2 „3 H.tj-2- +tj(2«?-+f)+*
X = 0 (32)

waar F(z)=(e2+1) . Die hoofwaarde integraal in vgl. 33, wat net

die selfkonsistente korreksie verteenwoordig, kan analities bereken

word in terme van digamma funksies. Die linkerkant van vgl. 33

toon dan die gedrag wat in fig I aangedui word.



Fig. 1: Linkerkant van vgl. 33 as funksie van x.

Die grafiese oplossing van vgl. 33 kan nou maklik van

"fig 1 afgelees word as die snypunt met die horisontale lyn

h = In TR, /"T . By hoë temperature stem die gewone en selfkonsistente

oplossing ooreen, nl TTX. «ü Ê*v"t~«/T". . Hoe laer die

temperatuur word, hoe verder wyk die oplossing egier daarvan af en

die waarde x = 0 (wat die maksimuni van vgl. 31 definieer) word nou

eers bereik by T = 0 in plaas van T^ soos vir die gewone oplossing.

Gevolglik versadig die weerstand nou by T = 0, soos in fig 2

ge'illustreer.

lnl/l„

Die kwalitaticwe gedrag van Fig. 2 stem ooreen met die

eksperimentele waarneming, ai die T = 0 limiet R = R stem ooreen

met variasieberekenings. Kwantitatief is die ooreenstemming

goed in die hoë temperatuurgebied, maar die versadiging by lae

temperature is nog heelwat stadiger as wat waargeneem word.
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Hierdie feite word geïllustreer deur fig 3f wat' 'n

aanpassing van ons teorie by die resultate vir CuCr(l2 dele per

miljoen Cr) gee. Ook aangetoon is die aanpassing van die Nagaoka-

Hamman formule, die enigste ander teoretiese resultaat wat 'n

versadiging by lae temperature gee.
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Die Russiese akademikus V.L. Ginzburg het onlangs 'n

artikel geskryf QlJ "What problems of Physics and Astrophysics

are of special importance and interest at present?" Sy probleem

nomtner dertien handel oor die ek spe rim en te Ie bevestiging van al-

gemene relatiwiteitsteorie. Dit is welbekend dat die

eksperimentele bevestiging van die voorspelling van algemene

relatiwiteitsteorie nie baie akkuraat is nie. Die beste

ooreenkoins tussen eksperiment en teorie is op die ootnblik die

trerskuiwing v;-n die perihelion van Merkurius - met 'n éksperimen-

tele akkuraatheid van I5S. Selfs hierdie syfer is onderhewig

aan spekulasie. Ginzburg sê dan: "This being the situation,

there are at least possibilities, if not grounds, for discussing

gravitational theories that are alternatives with respect to the

general theory of i'elativity."

In die afgelope dekade het astrofisika met rasse skrede

vooruitgegaan. Ginzburg noem in dieselfde artikel dat daar in

hierdie tydperk vyf ontdekkings van die grootste belang in

astrofisika «re'uaak is: quasars, die sogenaamde "Background

black body radiation", x-straal sterre, kosmiese masers en pulsars.

"In physics during the same time we can point to perhaps only two

events of comparable importance - the discovery of the difference

between the electronic and rauonic neutrinos, and the observation

of CP-invariance violation."

2/....
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Daar word vermoed dat die swaartekragsveld 'n groot rol in

baie van hierdie astrofisiese verskynsels speel. Dit is dus

gebiedend noodsaaklik dat die swaartekragsveld so goed as'

moontlik beskryf moet word. Ons sal dus in hierdie praatjie kyk

na teorieë van swaartekrag en in die besonder na algemene

relatiwiteitsteorie.

Ons bespreek dan eerstens 'n fundamentele fisiese verskynsel

wat as grondslag moet dien vir enige teorie van swaartekrag.

Histories is 'die begrip van massa op twee verskillende maniere

in Newton se meganika ingebring. Eerstens in die tweede

bewegingswet Krag = Massa x Versnelling. Hierdie massa is die

traagheidsmassa. Massa het ook 'n verdere rol om te speel in

Newton se teorie van swaartekrag. Massa is (aktièf) die bron

van die swaartekragsveld wat dit skep en dit reageer (passief)

op die swaartekragsvelde geproduseer deur ander liggame. Dus

besit 'n hoeveelheid materie 'n aktiewe swaartekragsmassa m
p

en *n passiewe swaartekragsmassa m . Die swaartekrag uitge-

oefen deur 'n massaelement I O£ 'n massaelement II 'n afstand E

daarvandaan is dan volgens Newton

G nij m^j/R2 .

Hierdie is 'n aantrekkingskrag en is gerig van II na I.

Terselfdertyd oefen die massaelement II 'n krag uit op die

massaelement I met grootte

G m£, m|/R .

Hierdie krag is gerig van I na II. Volgens Newton se derde

wet moet hierdie twee uitdrukkings gelyk wees en kry ons dus

mI mII

mI mII

3/....
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Ons identifiseer dus ra en m met die swaartekrags-

massa m van die liggaam. Beskou nou die effek van 'n vaste

massa M op 'n massaelement m op 'n afstand R daarvandaan.

Dit oefen 'n krag

G mG MG/R2

uit. Volgens Newton se tweede bewegingswet is die versnelling

wat die massaelement m ondervind

m

Twaar m die traagheidsmassa voorstel, Galileo het eksperimen-

teel bepaal dat hierdie versnelling dieselfde is vir alle liggame.

Dus is m /m 'n universele konstante en kan ons sonder verlies

aan algemeenheid nu en m™ identifiseer. Bessel het met

behulp van 'n eenvoudige slinger hierdie gelykheid geverifieer

tot 'n akkuraatheid van 1 deel in 105, E'ötvös [ 2 j in 1922

tot 1 deel in 109, Dicke [ 3 ] in 1964 tot 1 deel in 1 0 U en

Braginsky £.4 j in .Rusland nou onlangs tot 'n akkuraatheid van 1
1 2deel in 10 . Ek wil beklemtoon dat hierdie resultate geld vir

p m A P

die gelykheid van m en m . Die gelykheid van ra en m

was vanaf 1942 bekend tot 'n akkuraatheid van 3 dele in 10 .
In 1968 het Kreuzer [ 5 ] aangetoon dat die verhouding m /m

5

konstant is tot 'n akkuraatheid van 1 deel in 10 . As fundamen-

tele postulaat vir enige teorie van swaartekrag stel ons dus:

Vir enige liggaam is die traagheidsmassa en swaartekrar-;smassa

gelyk aan mekaar.

Vanuit hierdie resultaat kry ons die belangrike ekwivalensie-

beginsel van Einstein.

4/...
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Twee vorms word onderskei: die swak ekwivalensiebeginsel en die

sterk ekwivalensiebeginsel. Die swak beginsel is maar net 'n

ander formulering van die resultaat van die Eb'tv'ós eksperiraent

naamlik: Deur dinamika-eksperimente alleenlik kan daar nie

bepaal word of 'n d^eltjie wat 'n konstante versnelling ondergaan

in 'n uniforme swaartekragsveld verkeer en of die deeltjie deur

•n eksterne krag versnel word nie. Die argument wat lei tot

die sterk ekwivalensie-beginsel is dan as volg: Uit spesiale

relatiwiteitsteorie is dit bekend dat die traagheidsmassa bepaal

word deur die totale energie van 'n liggaam

M T = E/o2 .

Vi'r enige liggaam is daar bydraes tot E vanuit kernenergie,

elek'.roraagnetiese energie, swak-interaksie-energie, kinetiese

energie en swaartekragsenergie. Die verhoudings van hierdie

energieë verskil van stof tot stof. Einstein het postuleer dat

die swaartekragsmasaa ook eweredig is aan die totale energie-

inhoud van 'n liggaam

M G = E/c2 .

Die sterk ekwivalensie-beginsel volg nou direk: Deur geen

eksperimeni in die Fisika kan dit bepaal word of 'n deeltjie in 'n

swaartekragsveld verkeer en of dit deur 'n eksterne krag versnel

word nie. Of - anders gestel - Pisiese wette is dieselfde in 'n

versnelde koördinatestelsel (beskou die binnekant van 'n versnelde

toe hysbak) as in 'n uniforme swaartekragsveld (die binnekant van

die hysbak in rus in 'n swaartekragsveld).

Die argument kan nou ommekeer word: ons kan 'n traagheidstel-

sel, dit wil sö 'n stelsel war'.rin Newton se eerste wet waar is, op

twee inaniere verkry.

0/ ••• • •
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Eerstens deur die afwesigheid van eksterne krakte wat op die

stelsel inwerk en tweedens in 'n stelsel wat vry val in 'n

uniforme swaartekragaveld. Die vorm waarin die ekwivalensie-

beginsel dan ook gestel word is: % enige ruimte-tyd punt in 'n

willekeurige swaartekragsveld is dit moontlik om 'n lokale traag-

heidstelsel te kies sodanig dat in 'n genoegsatrie klein omgewing

van daardie punt die natuurwette dieselfde vorm aanneem as in

onversnelde Kartesieae koördinatestelsels in die afwesigheid van

swaartekrag. ' Die ekwivalensiebeginsel sé dus dat ons by enige

punt in ruimte-tyd 'n lokale traagheidstelsel kan bepaal waarin

materie die wette van spesiale relatiwiteitsteorie gehoorsaam.

Dit is deur Gauss ontdek dat 'n mens by enige punt op 'n

gekromde oppervlak 'n lokaal Kartesiese koördinatestelsel kan oprig

waarin afstande die stelling van Pythagoras gehcorsaanio Dit is

uit hierdie diep analogie dat Einstein die <jevol,-trekkin£ gemaak

het dat die aanwesigheid van 'n swaartekragsveld die meetkundige

struktuur van ruimte-tyd verander - dit word nou 'n gekromde

Riem.' ̂nse ruimte waarin die metriek by enige punt na die welbe-

kende metriek van spesiale relatiwiteitsteorie ge transformeer kan

word:

ds^ = c^ dt* - dx^ - dy^ - dz^

Indirek word hierdie postulaat ook deur ander moderne eksperimente

ondersteun. -Beltran-Lopez, Robinson en Hughes [.6 J het in I960

'n eksperiment uit^evoer v/aarin gebruik Lje:r.aak is van die Zeeman-

splitsing by chloor. Uit die resultate van hul eksperiment kon

hul aflei dat die traagheidsmaasa van materie onafhanklik is van

'n rigting in die ruimte, met ander woorde, dat die ruimte

iaotropies is. Hul gevolgrekkinr was dat daar yeen uitver'-core

rigting in die ruimte is nie tot op 'n maksim-w fout van 1 deel

po

in 10 .

6/...
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Hierdie feit ondersteun in 'n groot mate die aanname dat daar

altyd lokaal 'n koördinatestelsel moet bestaan waarin die fisiese

wette isotropies in die bogenoemde sin is. Vir 'n Minkowski

ruimte - dit wil sê die ruimte van spesiale relatiwiteitsteorie is

die wette van die fisika ruimtelik isotroop, met ander woorde

invariant ander willekeurige rotasies van die laboratorium.

Ons sien dus dat algemene relatiwiteitsteorie op 'n baie stewige

fondament gebou is.

Die hedefndaagse tegnologie het verskeie baie akkurate meet-

apparate aan die relativis beskikbaar gestel. Radarafstand-

meting na die planete met 'n akkuraatheid beter as 15 meter,

laserafstandmeting na die maan met 'n akkuraatheid beter as 20 cm.,

—4
die vermoeë om hoeke te meet tot op 5 x 10 boogsekondes, atoom-

TA
horlosies akkuraat tot 1 deel in 10 vir periodes so lank as 'n

jaar, ens. Hierdie feite, tesame met groot ontwikkelings in

astrofisika het 'n belangrike en interessante taak vir die

sew-cntigerjare daargestel, naamlik die sistematiese eksperimentele

toetsing van teorieè' van swa,?.rtekrago

Sedert die ontstaan van algemene relatiwiteitsteorie is daar

baie alternatie we teorieè" van swaartekrag ontwikkel. 'n Hele

aantal hiervan, die sogenaamde metriese teorieë, is ook gegrond

op die. bogenoemde twee fundamentele eksperimente. Hierdie teorieë

voorspel dan ook dieselfde eksperimentele resultate as Einstein

se teorie, slegs die groottes van die effekte verskil.

Onder leiding van Kip Thorne het 'n groep by Caltech 'n

teoretiese skema ontwerp [ 7 J waarmee teorieè' van swaartekrag

beoordeel kan word. Ons sal die tweede deel van hierdie praatjie

wy aan 'n bespreking van die skema.

7/....
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Die eerste toets wat 'n teorie moet deurstaan w Td gekenmerk

deur die volgende drie vrae: berstens, is die teorie volledig,

dit wil sö, kan die teorie vanuit eerste beginsels die resultaat

van enige eksperiment analiseer? Milne se Kinematieae relatiwi-

teitsteorie kan byvoorbeeld nie 'n voorspelling maak oor die rooi-

verskuiwing in die spektrum as gevolg van 'n swaartekragsveld nie.

Die teorie het nie genoegsame teoretiete raasjinerie nie.

Tweedens, is die teorie konsistent, dit wil sê sonder teenspraak.

Kustaanheirno se teorie gee byvoorbeeld die korrekte rooi-

verskuiwing van lig in 'n swaartekra^'sveld as die deeltjie -

beskouing, nl. fotone, gebruik word maar die teorie £ee 'n zero

rooi-verskuiwing as die golfteorie van lig gebruik word.

Derdens, die teorie moet in die eerste benadering ooreenstem met

Newton se teorie. Die teorie van Birkhoff gee dieselfde voor-

spellings vir die drie klassieke toetse as algemene relatiwiteits-

teorie. Dit voorspel verder dat klankgolwe teen ligsnelheid

voortgeplant word en die teorie is dus duidelik veikeerd.

Die tweede groot toets vir 'n teorie van die swaartekragsveld

is dat dit aan die resultaat van die Eötvb's eksperiment, naamlik

m = m moet voldoen. Die teorie moet ook die rooi-verskuiwing

van lig in 'n swaartekragsveld voorspel. Oor die volgende

resultaat is daar min twyfel: alleenlik metriese teorieë voldoen

aan hierdie vereistes en alle nie-metriese teorieë word op hierdie

tydstip uit^reskakel. Ons kan op hierdie stadium net 'n metriese

teorie nader omskryf: Dit is 'n teorie waarin daar eerstens 'n

metriek gedefinieer is waarvolgens ruimte- en tyd- intervalle

bepaal kan word, tweedens volg toetsdeeltjies die geodetiese (of

kortste) kurwes van die metriek en derdens is die fisiese wette

in 'n vry-vaJlende laboratorium dieselfde as in spesiale

relatiwiteitsteorie„
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In die sonnestelsel is swaartekrag relatief swak en is dit

genoegsaam om die swak-veld benadering van die metri-se teorieè'

te gebruik. Nou vind ons die volgende interessante verskyn-

sel: in die swak-veld benadering het al die nietrieae teorieè'

dieselfde vorm alhoewel die eksakte sterk-veld limiete baie

kan verskil. Daar kan nou 'n stel van nege parameters vir

elke metriese teorie gedefinieer word. In die swak-veld

benadering is dit net die numeriese waardes van hierdie para-

meters wat verskillende metriese teoriee' van mekaar kan onder-

skei. Ons kan dan enige eksperiment beskou as 'n bepaling van

sekere parameters wat dan die korrekte teorie onder die kandi-

date sal aanwys. Vier tipes parameters kan onderskei word:

o meet hoeveel ruimtekromming word deur 'n eenheid massa

voortgebring, p meet hoeveel nie-lineariteit daar in die

superposisiewet is, Y-. tot Y* meet tot hoe 'n mate 'n uitver-

kore koördinatestelsel betaal word en 6-, tot 64 meet tot hoe

•n mate die behoudswet van totale momentum bevredig word.

As ons kyk na die buiging van lig in 'n swaartekragsveld

voorspel die verskillende teorieè' verskillende waardes daarvoor.

Verder het Shapiro in 1964 [ 8 J daarop gewys dat ligsnelheid

verminder wannter 'n ligstraal naby aan die son verbygaan ('n

effek wat gladnie deur Einstein voorspel is nie). Die resul-

tate van hierdie twee eksperimente het beperkin^ s op die para-

meter a yeplaas wat oorskrei word deur die teorieè' van

Nordstrom, Bergniann, Whitrow en Morduch en alle sogenaamde

konforme-plat teorieè*. Die verskuiwing van die perihelion van

Merkurius plaas beperkin&s op a, \i en Y-, tot Y*o Die

eksperimentele resultate veroorsaak dat die teorieë van Page

en Tupper, van Papapetrou, van Coleman en van Rosen nie meer as

aanvaarbaar beskou kan word nie,
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Die teoriee wat al die toetse tot dusver deurstaan het is

1. Algemene relatiwiteitsteorie

2. Die skalaar-tensor teorie van Brans en Dicke.

3. 'n Groep van vektor-tensor teorieè' van Mordvedt.

Nuwe eksperimente word nou oral in die wereld beplan vir

die toetsing van teorieè" van swaartekrag. Eerstens 'n giro-

skoop wat in 'n satelliet om die aarde beweeg. Newton voorspel

dat die as in 'n vaste rigting relatief tot die vaate sterre

sal bly - metriese teorieè* voorspel 'n verskuiwing. Tweedens

voorspel party metriese teorieè' dat die ekwivalensiebeginsel

nie vir massiewe hemelliggame waar is nie. 'n Feriodiese

ossillasie in die afstand tussen die maan en die aarde word dan

voorspel. Verder is daar ook idees vir eksperimente met die

rotasiesnelheid van die aarde en idees oor moontlike veranderings

in die Newtonse swaartekragskonstante G.

Dit is merkwaardig dat die einde van hierdie analise op-

nuut 'n bevestiging van algemene relatiwiteitsteorie is. Dit

was voorwaar 'n merkwaardige man wat hierdie teorie geskep het.

Die la- ste deel van hierdie praatjie handel oor die teorie

en waarneming van swaartekragsgolwe. Ons beskou die volgende

priaiitiewe eksperiment: Veronderstel 'n nan het 'n swaar

kierie in sy hand. Eers hang die kierie regaf en op 'n gegewe

oomblik lig hy dit vinnig op tot oor sy kop. Enige teorie van

swaartekrag erken dat die kjerie 'n swaartekragsveld produseer,

hoe klein dit ookal is, en dat die aksie van die man hierdie

veld verander - nie net in sy nabyheid nie maar regdeur die

heelal» Volgens Newton word hierdie effek oombliklik orals

gevoel. Ons weet egter uit spesiale relatiwiteitsteorie <?at

geen kousale effek vinniger as ügaielheid kan voortplant nie.

10/....
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Inderwaarheid bevredig die krommingstensor die golfvergelyking.

Dit volg dan dat effekte as gevolg van swaartekrag teen lig-

snelheid voortplant. Ons sien dus dat die verandering in die

swaartekragsveld van die bewegende kierde teen ligsnelheid

deur die ruimte beweeg. Hierdie bewegende versteuring

kan ons 'n awaartekragsgolf noem.

In 1916 het Einstein die swak-veld benadering van sy veld-

vergelykings bestudeer en tot die gevolgtrekking ^ekom dat

quadropool-uitstraling inoontlik is. Die probleem wat hy

beskou bet was dié* van 'n staaf wat om een van sy asse roteer.

Hy het gevind dat 'n staaf wat so vinnig draai dat dit op die

punt is om te breek, ongeveer 10 ergs per sekonde uitstraal -

'n hoeveelheid wat nie eksperimenteel waargeneem kan word nie.

P.J. Dyson het egter onlangs aangetoon dat daar sterrekundige

bronne is wat baie energie in die vorm van swaartekragsgolwe

mag uitstraal.

Beskou nou eerstens die interaksie tussen 'n swaartekrags-

golf en 'n enkele toetsdeeltjie wat deur die golf *n ossillasie-

beweging verkry. Indien hierdie interaksie vanaf die'selfde

posisie as die toetsdeeltjie waargeneem word dan sal, as gevolg

van die ekwivalensiebeginsel, die waarnemer op dieselfde wyse

as die toetsdeeltjie ossilleer en sal hy geen effek waarneem

nie. Die situasie verander as ons 'n tweede toetsdeeltjie op

•n afstand vanaf die eerste deeltjie plaas, Vanweë vertragings-

effekte sal die tweede deeltjie relatief tot die eerste een be-

weeg.

Vanaf 1959 het Joseph Weber van die Universiteit van Mary-

land aan die eksperimentele probleem van die waarneming van

swaartekragsgolwe gewerk. Sy idee was die volgende:

veronderstel dat ons in plaas van 'n toetsdeeltjie 'n vaste

liggaam gebruik. Alleen by die massamiddelpunt kan die

11/
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swaartekragsveld weggetransformeer word. By alle ander punte

in die liggaam word daar 'n spanning geïnduseer as gevolg van

swaartekrag. Hierdie spanninga kan aanleiding gee tot relatiewe

interne beweging van verskillende dele van die liggaam en die

normale wyses van vibrasie van die liggaam mag aktiveer word.

As ons dus vir swaartekragsuitstraling in 'n sekere frekwensieband

wil soek, kan ons net 'n elastiese liggaam met normale wyses van

vibrasie in daardie frekwensieband uitsoek en instrumente daaraan

vaskoppel.

Weber se basiese eksperimentele opset was soos volg: hy

het besluit op 'n frekwensie van l660 Hz en het 6 aluminium-

silinders met lengte 153 cm en deursnit 66 cm c;ebou. Hierdie

silinders is ingestel op 'n nou frekwensieband rondom I66O Hz.

Vyf van die silinders is by Maryland en die sesde is by Argonne

National laboratory, ongeveer 1000 km daarvandaan. Die silinders

word elkeen in 'n lugleè" ruimte opgehang en deur 'n verskeidenheid

van metodes word gesorg dat die silinders geïsoleer is van skokke

en seismiese effekte. Aan die oppervlak van die silinders is

instrumente gekopjel wat die normale vibrasiej in elektroniese

pulse omskep en wat dan na 'n analiseerder gevoer word. Die seine

vanaf die Argonne laboratory word per telefoonlyn na Maryland

gestuur. Daar is gepoog dat die silinders aüeenlik sal vibreer

as 'n swaartekragsgolf daarop inval. 'n Gelyktydige vibrasie by

Argonne en Maryland sal natuurlik seismiese effekte uitskakel.

In die eerste drie rasaiide waarin die eksperiment aan die gang

was, is 81 gelyktydige vibrasies waargeneem. Die belangrikste

resultate was eoter die volgende: Op 1 Jan , 16 Peb , 20 Maart

en 21 Maart 1969 is viervoudige gelyktydige vibrasies waargeneem,

12/....
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Dit wil s6 dr ie s i l i nde r s by Maryland en die een s i l inde r by

Argonne het op dieselfde tydst ip v ibras ies aan^etoon. Bereken-

inge het aan^etoon d i t die waarskynlikheid dat enigeen van hierdie

vier kere per ongeluk gebeur het , een maal in 30,000 jnar i s .

Dus bet Weber in die Physical Review Let ters van 16 Junie 1969

beweer dat hy swaartekra^'Sgolwe waardeneen het [ 9 ~] .

Baie groot belangste l l ing i s deur hierdie werk van Weber

opgewek. Ten minste t ien L,;roepe dwarsdeur die wereld i s aan

die werk oro swaartekrajs^olwe op te spoor. Tot dusver het

niemand nog Weber se r e su l t a t e herhaal n i e . Inteendeel , daar

bestran nou groot twyfel oor die korrektheid van Weber se i n t e r -

pre tas ies en van die in t e re s san t s t e eksperimente i s dié van 'n

swaartekra^smeter wat op die maan deur die Apollo-ruimte'nanne ce~

i n s t a l l e e r i s . Die resul L-'te van hierdie eksperiraent behoort

nou eni^e tyd bekend te word.

Daar is bnie t eo re t i - s e v/erk sowel as eksi erimentele werk

wat in die probleem van die swa-irtekra^sveld ^.edoen moet v/ord,

'n Frobleem wat al tioe belan._riker word, i s die probleem van die

kwantiserin^j van die s waart e kra^s veld. Die wiskundige struikel—

blokke h ie r i s natuurl ik fenomenaal, maar v/ie v/eet Jioeveel die

swa;irtekrausveld ni& dalk met kwantumveldteorie te doen het nie?
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The Singularity theorem of Hawking and Penrose^tJ shows th*»t

gravitational singularities are quite unavoidable \ithin the framework

of general relativity. In this talk I would 3 ike to ponder tmon some

aspects of the singularities predicted by this theorem, in particular

conjecture (<* Jthat in the real world these singularities are ~<?neral]y

hidden away in black holes and are thus anyhow invisible '.o people

outside, so that the possible breakdown of general relativity near a

singularity may not be so serious after all. The comfort would, be even

greater if one could establish that black holes are in essence stable.

» preliminaries

A spaceiiue is a •'*-dittensional differentiable nanifold»|to: ether

«ith a Lorentzisn metric tensor CA<* '^ne signature of c. . is t̂ '-er to

be (••—— )*

Let t be n vector at a point p in M. Than t is called

timelikeif - i .fc
it'3 > 0 at p,

null if ,'., ,tit^ = 0 at p.

A curve ^ i s timelike/null if i t s tangent is ti:-;6like/m»ll everyw'- ere

on o • One aays M ir, cauaal if there ar'i no clof>e<i or --Ifinter;•octiniv

smooth time like curves. If the sx>acetiroe is tiiue-orientnble, as v,-ill

always be asaurr.eri, then one can also distinguish between f«ture-directe>.i

and past-directed null or timelike curves. The following relationr. on

M are then

-U -
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I. p < < q C p chronologically precedes q1) if there is a smooth

future-directed timelike curve from p to1 q.

II. p-<q ('p causally precedes q1) if either p=q or there is a smooth

null or timelike curve from p to q.

The chronological future of p is defined to be the set

€ M: p < <

while the causal future of p is the set

J+{p) = Jq* H: p 4 q£ .

One can also define the chronological and causal f'it:ire of a set S C N by

I (3) . U I (P> « J'(S) = U J (p).
+ + +
+ p« S + + p«-S

A cet S£TM is called achronal if no pair of points on S can be

joined by a smooth timelike curve. An achronal set S is called a trapped

set if

E (S) = J (S) - I (S)
+ + +

is compact. The set E (S) consists of S together with all points that can

be joined to S by a smooth past directed null curve but not b̂r a smooth

timelike curve.

Example"!: If S is a compact achronal hyper;;urface, then every point in

the causal future of S can be joined to S by a :;mooth timelike curve, 30

E (S) = S «nd hance & in a trapped set. In thir; case S corresponds to an

•instantaneous closed universe'.

Example2c A trapped surface* is defined to be a 2-dii:.ensional compact

surface S such that both congruences of null geodesies normal to S

converges towards the near future of S. A trapped surface ic characteristic

of a gravitational collapse situation or black hole since both infjoinc

and outgoir;;-: li>-ht -avr fronts from S are captured by the gravitationrl

pull. It can be shown|l]tha.t under certain conditions ( weak energy
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condition, causality and null geodesic completeness) a trapped surface

is also a trapped set.

A spacetime ic called singular if it is geodesically incomplete,

the naive understanding being that bad points had been removed from

apacetime, leaving a'hole1 whose presence is revealed through incomnlete

geodesies ( cf. below).

The singularity theorem now states '.hat the existence of a trapped set

in a causal spacetime satisfying certain physically reasonable conditions

(energy and generality conditions) implies null or timelike geodesic

incompleteness. In particular this points to an initial 'big bang' cosmo-

logical singularity in the case of a closed universe, or a collapse

singularity in the case of a black hole.

2. Closed universes

It is known that a ; eodecically incomplete Siei.'.annian manifold

is always extendible a;; a n.anifold. In particular, a compact Riemannian

manifold trust be corcij lete. This is not true of spacetimes: an elegant

example of a eodesically incomplete compact 2-dimensional spacetime

was given by Kisner [4J* Roughly' speaking, this r, cans that reodesic

incompleteness does not necessarily indicate a 'hole1. However, the

following result sugrcsts that at least the cosrrological type :jingularii-if:'S

correspond to holes in a sense.

Theorem Let M be a causal time-oriented spacetime and let S be a compact

achronal hypersurface dividing K into regions M,. and K^. Then the

closures M- and M_, are both non-compact.

Proof It ia known \5\ that there exists a smooth timelike vector field

t on K« Achronality of S implies t is everywhere transversal to S, so

that the integral curves of t either all enter «r all leave M1 throurh S.

Hence if an integral curve ^ enters M-, say through S then it cannot

-if, -



leave M through S again. By a variation on an old ar^unent ( see efj

this implies either ~H~. is not compact or there are closed tinelike

curves in M . By considering -t the r,rxae result follows for M .

This result is exemplified by the two singularities on either

side of an achronal h;-persurf.:ce in the spherical Friedi.mn universe.

3. Naked sinftula.'ities and causality breakdown

The Schwaxzschild r=0 singularity lies in.~id'. a black hole and

cannot be observed at or influence events in the re/rion outside the

Schwarzschild radius. A singularity which can be observed art asymptotically

large spatial distances is called a naked singularity. Penrose/yjhas

conjectured-that naked singularities cannot develop from smooth Cauchy

data on an achronal hypersurface. This is still open. On the other hand,

since future trapped nets Generally entail singularities , it is reasonable

to ask about the existence of na!:ed trapped sets. Hawking!71 proved that

under certain conditions ( weak asymptotic simplicity, asymptotic

predictability, causality and weak energy condition) no trapped surface

in the domain of influence of an asyrptotic Cauchy surface 3 ( i.e. data

on S determines the uutco- e of experiments at or near future infinity)

will be visible at future infinity.

The somewhat related result described below v.ould seem to lend

additional support to the n-ukec! singularity conjecture.

Suppose a boundary B has been attached to M such that B is the

disjoint union of two sets B and B and no future-directed timelike

curve initiates at B or terminates at B ( eg. future and past con-

formal infinity of a weakly asy ptotically simple c^ncetime with non-

negative cosmoloL'ical ccrKv'-.ant/cJJl Tho boundaries B 'nd B v»ill be

called future and naat infinity respectively. Furthermore, B will

-Ll -



be called" complete if B C I (B ) and every null geodesic in I (B )

can be extended into the past until it meets the boundary E of I (B ).

Roughly, this ensures that enough boundary points ( perhaps singular)

have been added to B •

Theorem Let M be a causal spacetime with future and past infinity

B and B attached nuch that B is complete and B i.rs connected,

and let T be a trapped set in I (B ) . Then either T can be oeen at .-ill

points in B or it can be seen at no point in B .

Proof The result is proved if one can show that the boundary I (T) of

I (T) does not inter.-.ect B . Suppose p< I (T) f\ B . By a wo 11 knov.n

lemma i$J there if. a null geodesic }$ thr.uch p which can be extended

into the past on I (T) either indefinitely or until it :.;.?ots T. But

0 extends to a ; eodcjic o meeting E and ;;ince T lies townrdr; the future

of E, it follows th.-t 8 intersects T, so V extends to a -fodesic 8"

meetir:;; ?. But then y — £ p^ d E (T) and since p is not a point in

spacetime, no sequence on H converging to p will converge in E (T),

so E (T) is not compact, contradiction.

If T is a lower ( < 3) dimensional surfnee and 11 sufficiently

extensive, there will be null curves extending to B brt nisninf: I (T).
+ +

so T is not visible r.it some points on B • Accordingly T is no!, visible

at any point on B •

An example of a naked «inr:ul;.i-ity solution of t)i? Einatein-Max':el]

equations is the Kerr-Newman ̂ Jsolution v;ith r::£>;3s in, aii^ula^ momentum n.n

and electric charge e satisfying,1
2 . 2 2m <. a + e .

Here an intere.stinf ^heuomenum arises. It wau noted b\ Cnrtcr^J tb.'t

closed tii.ielike curves oxist near the ringliki.- r=0 Ginr:ul;'rity. 7hio

-Iff-



suggests that in principle a time machine could be constructed by

lumping together matter of sufficient charge and spin. One can say the

singularity lies inside a'time hole'. Calculations show that fr,r a cubic

millimeter of tightly packed electrons("** 10 ) with a =e , causality. .

breaks down up to a radius of about 1 meter. For a proton star of

about 0.8 solar nasses and a =e , this radius is about 100,000 li/rhtyears,

This phenomenum actually appears to be of r more general nature,

co much so that one is tempU.d to conjecture that a singularity (not

the'big bane' type, of course) will usually reside in either a black

hole or a time hole or both.

k. Event horizons and 'their stability

An event horizon C i3 the boundary of the set of events that can

be seen at future infinity, i.e. £ = 1 (B ). In the case of a weakly

asymptotically simple spacetime with black holes, £^ would coincide

with the boundary of the entire histories of the black holes. Thus

stability of <£. would arcunt to stability of the black holes themselves.

One can chow that conft<r~al infinity is stable in an appreciate sense.

Consequently on- rr.ifht junt as well consider the more r<. neral problem

concerning the stability of the event horizon I (o) for any achronal set 3,

Let D be an auxiliary netric on Ii. An £ -neighbourhood of I (o)

is the net of all pointH p r;uch that

inf ^>(p,q) : q € I_(S)J < E .

Let oC (H) be the set of Lorentz n-.etrics on M with the open totiolorry.

The event horizon I (5) for S will be called yP-stable if for any

£ -neaghbourhood U, of I ($) there is a neighbourhood N of g. .

in <<J(i'.) such that for all g?. in N, the chronological past of

S is contained in U_•
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Let u. bo a continuous measure on M with i/-(M) = 1 and put

fs(r) =

Theorem A necessary condition for the event horizon for S to be

a -stable is that f is continuous near I (S) ~ 5.
I s

Proof Suppose f is discontinuous at pel (3) - S, i.e. there is

£>Q such that any neighbourhood B of p contains q & I (3) satisfying

fa(q) = |fs(q) - fs(p)| > Co •

Thus there is a repion W with /UL(W) = fo such that \-lCZ I (q) - I (S).

Let U be an £-neighbourhood of I (S) such that

Let r be a point just to the future of p on the null geodosic r;onerator

y of I (S) through p. Then with respect to a metric

t t ( ^ > 0 t

the curve ^ is timelike. and hence p<< r, i.e. p lies in the chronological

past I (r) of r. Since I (r) is open, there is a neighbourhood B of

p contained in I (r). Take qtfB as above so that

WC Ijq) - I_(S) <Z Ijr) - I_(S)d \\z) - I

for any o<>0. Since ̂ u.(V/) = Be, it follows that

so that I (S) is not contained in U . Since in any neighbourhood

N there is g..^with«£>0 sufficiently ;;mnll, it follows that the

event horizon for S in not /° -stable.
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The fact that electrons annihilate with their anti-particles, positrons,

is well known, and the annihilation process per se can be explained very

adequately by quantum electrodynamics. We shall, however be more concerned

with the problem of understanding those conditions which determine whether

or not an electron and a positron will form a suitable annihilation pair.

In particular we shall consider positron annihilation in noble gases.

Experimentally it is fqund tha,t a free pqsitron has an annihilation cross

section which is very small in comparisqn witty those of other processes such as

scattering, and eo it is meaningful tp consider the concept of positron

collision with atoms and electrons. It turns out that in fact by solving

the scattering problem of a positron off an atom, we are able to calculate

annihilation rates very successfully.

Positrons are slowed down very quickly by inelastic scattering to thermal

energies, during which time small numbers of positrons annihilate. In other

words we are mainly concerned with low energy particles when considering

annihilation, and we can use non-relativistic methods. We must, however, con-

sider the possibility of positronium formation. Positronium is a bound state

of an electron and a positron, with a binding energy of 6,9 eV, which decays

by annihilation either into 2 Y'S (para-positronium) or 3 y's (ortho-positronium).

It is found principally in its ground state, excited states being very un-

stable. Let us consider all processes which can occur, other than annihilation.

When the/ 2
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When the energy of the incoming positron is greater than ET, the ionization

energy of the atom, inelastic processes, ionization and excitation, dominate.

Between E_ and (ET - ER) where Efl is the binding energy of positronium, exci-

tation and positroniura formation compete. In all noble gases, E_v > (ET - En)

where E is the excitation energy of the atom, and in this energy region,
liA

called the Ore gap, positronium formation principally occurs. Below (ET - EB)
1 D

elastic scattering can occur.

Experimentally no satisfactory low energy mono-energetic positron beams

have been produced, and thus the analysis of experiments has required that the

energy distribution of positrons be known under varying conditions. This in

turn is obtained by solving a diffusion equation for the positrons, the solu-

tion of which requires a knowledge of the momentum transfer cross section which

is defined in terms of the scattering phase shifts.

Furthermore, it is clear that the annihilation rate will depend on the

probability of finding an electron and a positron at the same point. In other

words we want to evaluate the overlap integral of the wave functions of the

atomic electrons and the positron. The combination of these two conditions

imposes a severe test on a theoretical explanation of positron annihilation,

since we require detailed knowledge of the positron wavelength both in the

asymptotic region and within the atom. We therefore attempt to solve this

problem in the first instance by considering the scattering of the positron

by a simple potential.

It is clear at the outset that there are two effects to consider. Firstly,

the positron "sees" a repulsive potential due to the undiptorted atom, zero

outside the atom, and rising to a pure Coulomb repulsion at the nucleus.

Secondly* the positron polarizes the atom which then «ttr»cts the positron

through a potential which goes asymptotically as 1/r , Clearly at some point

within the/.,.,,,,3
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within the atom the potential must change sign from a long range attraction

to a short range repulsion. The positron wave function will clearly be rather

sensitive to the point at which this occurs.

We need to understand the physical effects occurring when the positron

enters the electron cloud surrounding the nucleus. The electrons will be

attracted by the positron, and there will be an enhancement of the electron

density at that point due to the positron. The annihilation rate will there-

fore be increased proportionately. In addition the potential "seen" by the

positron will be changed, with the nucleus and positron being screened more

effectively from one another. Finally, as the positron moves through the

atom, the increase in the number of electrons around the positron will serve

to increase the effective mass of the positron. All these effects, dependent

on the attractive interaction between electron and positron, point to the

importance of incorporating the crucial short range correlations correctly

into any theoretical description of annihilation phenomena.

. [2]A preliminary calculation which sought to incorporate these short

range correlation effects correctly used a simple model, based on a local

density approximation for the electrons. This model placed a positron in an

infinite electron gas of given density in order to estimate the enhancement

of the electron density and the effective mass of the positron. The potential

used was in part phenotneno}ogical, but the fact that this calculation gave

considerable improvement in the agreement of theory with experiment compared

with previous work supported fhe vjew chat it was essential to incorporate the

short range correlations correctly,

We have proposed the following model of the scattering of positrons by

atoms in order to incorporate the salient features above. The Hamiltonian

for the system of atom and positron is given by

H " HA + Ve P
 + V

PN
 + Tp <X>

where H. is/ 4
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where H, is the Hamiltonian of the atom in the absence of the positron. V
A r ' ep

is the interaction between the positron and electrons (atomic units being used)

Z

V is the repulsive Coulomb potential between the positron and the nucleus

V s z/r
P <3)

and T is the positron's kinetic energy. (We assume the nucleus is infinitely

massive). The true wave function of the system * is given by

[H - E] • - 0 (4)

(8) (B)

We then approximate * by a separable wave function ^ U where ty is the

wave function of the atomic electrons as distorted by the presence of the

positron at r , and is given by

tHA + »<rp> (Vep + V " ec B ) ] ^cS>({ii} = V " ° (5)

and the positron wave function U (r ) is given by

H Vp .JT* V W -£p] Up(rp) =0 (6)

The form of the kinetic energy operator in (5) is chosen such that

U U can be regarded as the probability of finding the positron at the point

* 2
r (-4M V wouldn't do). There ara three functions to be considered in order
P P P
to specify the model completeiyi-

(i) the function, f?(r ), which specifies what fraction of the potential,

V + V N, ia to be used in (4)ep p

(ii) the average potential, V (r ) , in which the positron moves, and

which contains the screened Coulomb field as well as the polarization potential,

(iii) the effective mass, M*(r ), expressed as a dimensionless ratio with

respect to/ 5
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respect to the bare mass, M , which may vary with the positron's position in

the atom.

These three functions are all specified by requiring that the separable

model wave function approximates the true wave function as closely as possible.

This is done by requiring that

(i) the average energy, H, given by

H = <^ 6 )U p|H|^
8 )U p> (7)

is equal to the total energy, E, equation (4) for each value of the positron

co-ordinate r , and

(ii) the square of the energy spread, M_, be a minimum for each value of

the positron co-ordinate r , where M_ is given by

— *
We can see that the function, S(r ) will affect both V and M , and we

P P P

determine this function from the the second condition above viz. the require-

ment that M. be a minimum for each value of r . Simply by comparing the

equations defining the true wave function and the model wave function we can

get a qualitative estimate of 8(r ) , and it turns out that in order to allow

for the effects of the short range interactions within the atom we require

that 3-"l within the atom, whereas outside the atom where no short range forces

apply we find that 0 = 1 . The results of a detailed calculation b.ased on

equation (8) are shown in figure 1. We can see that the broad features are

as expected from our simple qualitative prediction, and that the additional

features are related to the details of the atomic electron density.
— *

The two other functions, V and M , are both determined by the first

condition above, viz. the requirement that the average energy H is equal to E

(within the/ ..6
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(within the approximations incorporated). Since there is only one condition

for determining two functions, we have decided to choose V such that this

function gives the correct long range polarization effects, incorporating

all multipoles . This further condition does not fix V and M* uniquely,

and so for convenience we chqose

M* »• 1 (9)
P

With this choipe we find that the average posifron potential is given by

\ ' [ec6) " ec°)] + (1'B) / ( Ve P
 + V ^ c ^ l 2 dT + ^ c B > + Tp *cS)dT (10)

The first term is the energy of the atom due to the presence of the positron,

the second term is the average value of the perturbation potential, and the

third term incorporates the effect of the motion of the positron. This last

effect is normally associated with the effective mass term, but appears here

because of our choice of H*.
P

The use of this model has allowed us to incorporate correctly the all

important short range correlations between positron and electrons without

the use of parameters. Further calculations are at present being undertaken

to determine, to lowest order, the effect of the mode} on atomic electron

and positron wave functions with a view to comparing these results with experi-

mental data.
***********

, yr^^—y^
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1, Introduction

The theory of radio wave propagation in a plane-stratified magneto-

plasma has received much attention since Appleton (19.52) firat

presented his theory of radio-propagation in a magneto-ionic medium.

The theory has extensive applications in ionospheric and raagnetospheric

physics. Before world war II Booker (19;>5, 19}6, 1959) had

extended Appleton1s theory to the case of a quasi-plane wave

propagating in a plane stratified medium which is slowly-varying

(i.e. a medium whose properties do not vary appreciably within one

wavelength) and Eckersley (1931) had considered reflection in such

a medium using HKBJ techniques.

Since 1946 substantial contributions to various aspects of propagation

have been made by numerous authors. Various aspects of these contri-

butions are covered in the books by Bud.Jen (196la, 1961b, 1962),

Clemmow and Dougherty (1969), Ginzberg (1964), Ratcliffe (1959) and

Wait (1962).

The purpose of this paper is to provide a unified account of the theory

of radio wave propagation in an anisotropic cold plasma, the parameters

of which are functions of only one spatial coordinate. Usually the

medium will be plane stratified although the extension to spherically

stratified media is briefly mentioned. The account is intended for a

general audience of theoretical physicists working in fields other than

radio propagation, it is not a review in the usual sense as many

important contributions which do not fit into the main stream of the

mathematical development are ignored. The books listed above give a

fairly complete coverage of the subject.

The arrangement of material in the paper is as follows:

In Section 3 the constitutive relations for a cold anisotropic plasma

are derived. The theory of propagation in a uniform medium is described

in section 4 and extended to slowly varying media in section 5° For the

most general case, in which the medium is not slowly varying, numerical
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computation of the fields is necessary and methods of doinj this are

outlined in section 6» Some eigenvalue problems related to propagation

of radio waves in the earth-ionosphere waveguide and in maynetospheric

ducts are described in section /. The material in section 8 describes

the work of the author which is in progress.

2. Nomenclature and symbols

The 51 sysi-em of units is used throughout this paper. Some of the advantages

of Gaussian units are retrieved by using a scaled magnetic field, iH.

It is assumed that tine variation is of tho form exp(icDt). Cartesian

ax'_-s are used. Where the medium is stratified the z axis is perpendicular

to the stratifications. The following is a list of some of the symbols

used.

B

G

c

E

e

H

k

m

N

q

s

S1'S2

U

X

Y

Z

Earth's magnetic induction

2 2 f

Speed of light in free apace

Electric field in a wave

Charge on an electron

Magnetic field in a wave

Scaled magnetic field, Z H. This is used throughout rather

than H as it simplifies the equationso

Free, space wave number, £l/c

I/lass of an electron

Electron density

Root of the Booker quartic

\.< * 4 r
x and y direction cosines of the wave normal

1-iZ

v /...
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Z Characteristic impedence of free space
o

M, Refractive index

V Collision frequency of electrons with neutral ions

u) Angular wave frequency

u) Angular plasma frequency, (Ne / £ m);!

Dy Angular gyrofrequency of electrons

3. Susceptibility and dielectric tensors for a magneto-ionic medium.

Consider a plasma consisting of equal numbers of positive ions and electrons.

Suppose that at the frequencies of interest the motion of ions can be

neglected and that electrons are free to move under a perturbing field.

They suffer a damping force due to collision with neutral ions. Suppose

that temperature effects can be ignored and that there is a uniform magnetic

field, B superimposed on the plasma.

The linearized equation of motion of an electron is then

L» •* .i -* •!>

m r = e (E + r X B Q ) -raVr. (3̂ l)

The linearization has been performed by assuming that r and H are small

and neglecting second order quantities. Note that the displacement of

an electron depends only on t and on the local values of E, B and V.

There is no dependence on spatial gradients as would be the case if

temperature effects w»;re considered. Equation (>»l) can b(: Fourier inverted

in time yielding

= e

We now suppose that the electrical state of the medium can be characterized

by means of a polarization vector P. In Maxwell's equations P only appears

in the form dP/dt, the polarization current, and characterizations in terms

of a susceptibility tensor relating P and E or a conductivity tensor

relating J and K are equivalent.
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Now

P(t) = II e r (t).

and the Fourier inverse is

Multiplying equation (%2) by N e/mu>

U P(iD) =

• N e r
o

x Y

(3.5)

(3,4)

(3.5)

where
Ne
£o]

2 / .2

Y - B e/mti « - B o

U - 1 - i Z - l - i V/d

jative quantity so that 1

the direction cosines of Y are C, m, n then

Note that e is a negative quantity so that Y is antiparallel to B . If

= --Arl-tnY

inY

U

-itY

-ipnY

U

'R.\

(3.6)

which may be inverted giving

-mnY-i<UY

f^

or

P(«3) M (23) E (3.8)

where M is the susceptibility tensor for the medium. It should be noted

that P(t) is given by the convolution of the .Fourier transform of M with

that of Es v>

P(t) - ju (t -%) E (t) dt. (3.9)
—to

Alternativel,/ we may write
1) = £Q E + P - €o (? + T\) E = £Q K.E, (3.10)

where

K. = t + M (3.11)

is the dielectric tensor.
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4. Propagation in a uniform medium

4.1 The Refractive index

As we shall later synthesize all signals from an angular spectrum of

plane waves it is useful to study the behaviour of such waves here. We

consider Maxwell's equations

Vx

Vx

(4.1)

(4.2)

where we have assumed Kindependent of t. If these are Fourier inverted

in time and transformed in space we get

(4.3)

(4 = 4)

where k = tS/c unc* i t i s assumed that Kis independent of r .

Now consider a single plane wave in t h i s spectrum. Hotnte the axes so

that k i s in the z direct ion, i . e . k =(0,0,k) and so that 3 i s in the

x — z plane, i . e . m = 0, (. = 1 - n . The d ie l ec t r i c tensor may be

written

/ U-VT
l - i U Y u -YTYL

u1-

«UYT

-iUYT

(4.5)

where

YL = nY,

are the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) components of Y relative to

the wave normal. Equations (4.3) and (4.4.) nay be wri+ten

0 = - 0 = ko{K,,£r*-kteey«.i«MezJ

(4.6)

A..
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These immediately show that the longitudinal components of#anri D are

zero, but E has a longitudinal component; Eliminating E from (4«6) we

get

kE,

-kE,

« . ( « , - ^ K •-.(•<*-*£•)*>

= 0

= 0

= 0

These equations are homogeneous and have a non-trivial solution only if

the determinant of the coefficients is zero. If we write

(4-8)

where w.is a refractive index, this gives

-?. 0 0

0

1

u _

K51-

0

K«-
K,

0

= o

This yields a biquadratic for [4. ;

where

= o

ot = U2 (U - X) - UY2 + XYT
2

(4.9)

(4.10)

r = -2(u-x) {u (u-x) - y2 j + XY T
2

£ - (U-x) {(u-X)2 - Y2j (4.11)

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are eq ivalent to the well-known Appleton-

Hartree (e.g. Wudden 196l*,p.59) formula for the refactive index. In

this form equation (4.10) is known as the Astro»-Hiaes formula (Stix 1962)

A..



4.2 Properties of the refractive index

2
The refractive index ir, a function of fN , fH, f, V and 9. Thi3 makes

it very difficult to discuss its properties systematically. A ̂ -reat

simplification t-ikes place if V= 0; the refractive index is then real

or pure imaginary. We then express it as a function of the scaled

parameters X and Y, as well as of 0. The 9 dependence can be

expressed by considering a vector with length wand dii'ection 6. For a

given value of X and Y, there are two characteristic refractive indices

corresponding to ordinary and extraordinary waves propagaoingindependently.

Corresponding to each characteristic wave is a refractive index surface

defined as the locus of the tip of the refractive in.lex vector as 9 takes

on all possible values. These surfaces, which are surfaces of revolution

about B , have different topological properties according to the values of

Xand Y. This leads to a very useful classification of the behaviour of f<}

the CMA diagram (Clemmow & Mullaly 1955» Allis 1959)- In tne form given

by Clemmow and Mullaly it is shown in figure 1. A full discussion of its

properties is given by Stix (1962)0 The behaviour of the refractive index

as a function of X in discussed extensively by Ratcliffe (19'?4) and Budd<?n

(I96I Ch. 6) and as a function of frequency by Budden (Iy64, §3«2) and by

Clemmow & Dougherty (I969).

4.3 The Booker guartic

In general it is not convenient to choose axes with directions determined

by the wave normal direction. In many cases the properties of thi-» medium

are not constant. For u large cliss of problems f< is a function of one

cartesian coordinatv only (the case of plane stratifications;. We shall

choose this to be the z coordinate. In thsie circumstances, in general,

we may Fourier transform Maxwell's equations with respect to x and y

but not with respect to 2. If the transform variables are taken to be

k S. and k S ? then equations (4»l) and (4.2) become

-iko S2 EZ ~ it - 1 ko *x «.12)

3z- o 1 z o y (4-13)

- i k 8 , E + i k S o E = i k # /
o l y o 2 x o z (,

nf t i jK^^fg^^
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6a

Y=1

U)

6b

1

Y=1-X

(b)

X
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l,2a,3

r

4-a.

6a

» » ) >

i ^ ' ^ r w 1 . T h « C l e m m o w - J v i u l l a l y - r t . 1 L i n d

(a) Ordinary wave
(b) Extraordinary wave
(c) In each region shown in (a) find (b) tho rei'ractive

index surfacejis a surface of revulution about the
direction of B as snown.

o



(4.16)

- i k s_ M-
O 2 2

" * ko Sl*y + * ko S2*x = i ko < K51
 Ex + S By + «« V (

Derivatives with respect to z of £ and ̂| do not appear. It is convenient

to eliminate these variables using (4.I4) and (4.17). '̂ his has the added

advantage that the remaining field variables are continuous functions of z,

even if there are sharp boundaries in the medium. The result of the elim-

ination may be written

or
_ ± £ e = T c
ik dz. - "-= ""

Equation (4.18) applies to propagation in a plane stratified medium for

which Kand hence T_ varies with z in any way whatever. In a uniform medium T_

is independent of z -ind we may obtain four independent solutions of

equation (4.19) which ;*re eigenfunctions o-f the matrix T. They will vary

with 2 as exp (-i k q z) where q is the appropriate eigenvalue of T,

determined from

Jet (T - ql) = 0 (4.20)

J-'his equation is a ijuartic in q, f i rs t given by Booker (1^3!?) and generally

written

where, when electron motions only are important,
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(X = u(U2 - Y2) + X (n2 Y - U2)

/3 = 2 n X m)

(4.22)

(4.25)

V = - 2 [U(U - X) - Y2 ](C2U - X) + XY2 [l - C2 n2 + (S J + S m)2J
(4.24)

b ="- (4.25)

£ = (C2 U - X) f(U - X) (C2 U - X) - C2 Y 2] - C2 XY2 (S,/ + S m ) 2

(4.26)

There are four possible values of q corresponding to four i'ropagatin^

w--ves. The ei genf unctionr, of T are algebraically complicated; they

have been given for a special set of coordinates i«y Budien (l^6la). in

this set of cocrdinat.;s the wave normal is in the x - z "lane so that

S, = S, Sp = 0. Denote quantities raeasur/d in this .-.ystem by a

prim- ('). The eic;nfunction3 corresponding to eî jenv;-lues q. in this
J

coordinate system are

\

where

A. . q .

-A:

(4 .27)

(4.28)

(4,29;

/ « (4.50)

(4. 2)

(4.M)

The eigenvectors in the more general coordinate system can be obtained b-j

rotating the coordinate system through an an,;le 9 txiven by

cos 9 = S,/af sin 9 = - So/3 (4«i'>

a, =

/ * * * ' ,«V VK ,$H:V



2. The Refractive index surface. The

vector Ksweeps out this surface. Two vectors

AC. and A, which have tho 3fjae x and y components

have z components q. and q_ w.-uch are not equal

in magnitude.



i'he direction cosines of Y in the new (umprimed) system are K, m, n and

in terms of x. , m , n , S, t S_ the coefficients a, to a^ become

1/* =/3/oC (4.36)

f ^ Y ' S ^ X A (4.37)

(4.3a)

a
5 = - (4.40)

If a vector E , E , ̂f , M is calculated from those then the

eigenvectors in the unprimed coordinate system are

o
o

o

0

St
-5,

O

This may be written

e =

where

(4.42)

(4.45)

P r

\ o, °-b -VS.*-!"* "i.", -W (4.44)

No wor': has been published in which it is necessary to compute eigenvectors

in this system of coordinates. A problem in which it becomes necessary

is described in ̂ 8.

We observe that any field component varies in space as

y + qz)]. (4.45)exp |- i k x +

Thus S,) S_ and q are simply the cartesian components of the re Tractive

index vector. In figuro 2 the relationship between q, S., S?,M.and 9 is

shown.

It should be not^d th it, even in the absence of collisions, values of q may

i..e complex. This implies exponential decay in the z direction. Planes of

constant phase ami pl--m» of con3te.nt amplitude are not parallel, the result is

an inhomogeneous piam wave. An evanescent wave is h special case of such a

wave in v/hich the phase is everywhere constant. This would occur for the
case S, + Qn = 0 , q purely imaginary. /

1 2 /'•>
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5« Slowly varying media

5.1 Introduction

By a slowly varying medium we mean one whose properties do not vary

significantly within one wavelength. One of the most illuminating

approaches to the problem is by means of the general first order

coupled equations introduced by Clemmow and Heading (1954), extended

by Budden -t Clemmow (1957)» made ultimately clear by Heading (1961),

and applied specifically to the ionosphere by Budden (1972). The

approach adopted here is that of Budden, which, although substantially

the came as that of Heading, is not stated in such general terms and is

thus easier £0 follow.

5.2 First order coupled equations

Consider equation (4.19)

— € = -i
d*- - ~ (5.1)

The matrix T is neither Hermitia'i nor symmetric. Only if its four

eigenvalues are distinct can it be diagonalized. It is this case that

is considered here. We may use a matrix S whose columns are the eigen-

vectors S given by (4«27) or (4.44)« Provided that these eigenvectors

are distinct then S_ exists and it is shown in books on linear algebra

that

S"1 T | = g • (5-2)

where if the eigenvalues of 1 are q , q , q , q (the roots of 4.?l)»

0 0 0

0 q̂  0 0
Q = " 0 q 3 0

(5.3)

Now define a new column vector £_ by

£ = 3 f: (5.4)

Substitute in (5«l) for e. getting

Multiply from the left by S~ and use (5.2) getting

^| = - t k g f - £ £ (5.6)
A-

%3M£WfMRiiWmtfWP
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where

P _L = "'

- - (5.7)
element of P contains derivatives with respect to z of the

elements of S. If the medium is sufficiently slowly varying these are

small compared with the non-zero elements of ik£. In the particular

case where the medium does not vary with z,P= 0 and (5.6) separates

into four independent equations, each with a solution

j
If (5»4) is used to j,rive the column vector e. we retrieve the solutions

of $4.

When the medium varies with z, equation (5,o) does not separate into fjur

independent equations. However, if the elements of are sin.ill coupared

with thos of iky we j;et four weakly coupled equations n̂d solutions

can be found which behave locally like the solutions for a uniform

Medium.

In order to find such an approximate solution we note that, Tor a particular

value of z, the four solutions corresponding to the aero order of

approximation aru th»' column vectors fa, 0, 0, 0 j , {o, b, 0, 0 J ,

{o, 0, c, o\ and {o, 0, 0, d| wherea,b,c and d. are arbitrary constants.

If any of these quantities is substituted in (%6) all off-diagonal terms

are of second order and may be dropped. The matrix may be replace:! by

the diagonal matrix

r =
'n, o o o N

o nlt o o
o o Pj, o

\0 0 0 rj^/ (5.8,
in order to obtain the first order solutions of (5.6). This first

order approximation to equations (5.6) splits into four indopenlent

equations, o.. ch of the form

g - ikq f - Ft. (5.9)
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These have solutions

f = A e*P { [ ] ^
(5.10)

which are called the WKBJ (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin-Jeffreys) solutions

analogous to the well known WKBJ solutions in quantum mechanics.

For propagating waves in a collisionless medium q and Pare real and

the first factor represents a slowly varying amplitude while the second

describes the rapidly varying phase. The level z = z is an arbitrary

reference level; changing it merely changes she arbitrary constant A.

5.5 Second order coupled equations

If we consider equations (4.43) and (4.44) we see that the matrix S

may be written in the form

P B

where

B =

S -

/1

(5.11)

1 1

.3
(S12)

At a level z where two roots of the Booker quartic (4.21) aru equal

the matrix A is singular and we may no longer diagonalize T by means of

the transformation (5.4). *t this level it can be snown that the

elements of fare also singular and there is no longer weak coupling.

Near tue coupling level the difference between those two columns of S

which become equal (the first and second, say) may be written

-s.

- P

o
1

which becomes zero on account of the factor (q. - q ).



Now q is a root of a quartic equation which can be arbitrarily split into

quadratic factors; suppose that one of them has as roots q. and q?.

Then we may write

q = a + tyb

Qo — & ~

2
where both a and b are analytic. The difference between the two solutions

2
S., and S.o is nero on account of the factor b . Nov.' introduce a
ii. i2 i

matrix U whose columns are -̂  (S.-, + S.-)i ~rr (S.i ~ S._), S.,, ̂ ...

It can be 3hown that

T U = U A (5.14)

where

i.e.

A =

U"1 T U

B. 0

b£ a 0 0

0 0 q 0

VO 0 0 q.
(5.15)

^ A. (5.16)

The matrix U is i.on-3ingular at the transition point where the transformations

of §5.2 cannot be employed. Define a new column matrix g such that

(5.17)

(5.18)

£ =. U q

Substitute in equation (5«l) getting

and multiply from the left by U*. to obtain

di 2 = 2 = -

This is a new set of first order coupled equations valid at the transition

point. It can be shown that

f = B g (5.20)

where

'V'2 V'2D 0 0

y'2 - ','2b 0 0

0 0 q. 0

0 0 0 q, / (5.21)

\



Figure '>. Air./ function.
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In the neighbourhood of the transition point up to the value of z where

the WKBJ solutionu become valid it is permissible to neglect the

elements A ^ , A lif , A t i , A l 4 , AS1 , A3lJ A ^ ? A^, , A t A.,

as their products with elements of g are of second order. The equations

(5.19) can then be separated into two independent sets, one of which involves

g and g and yields the WKEJ solutions (5.10), while the other may be

written

fc/ = - i k(b l J ( 9 l / \Atl A,
(5.2?)

••vhich is a suitable set of first order coupled equations for treating the

behaviour near the coupling point. If, as is usually the case, we may

neglect the last term of equation (5.22) up to the point where the VVKBJ

solutions are valid then we may derive a useful second order equation

describing the coupling process. Let

dz.

\ V

0

0

then, substituting in (^.22),

j y

\

(5 .25)

(5.24)

These yield the following scheme of equations

dh

dz
+ k2 b2 = 0,

_! dh
ik dz '

—tic J a ^ z I

0
and the problem is reduced to the solution of (5«25) with appropriate

boundarr conditions. In the case where b is linearly dependent on 2

then the solution of (5) is an Airy function and typical behaviour of h.

is shown in figure 3<>
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5.4 Ray tracing

Until now in this section we have been discussing component plane waves

in an angular spectrum. V»o recall that the equation 4.19 was obtained

by Fourier transforming Maxwell's equations, together with the constitutive

relations, with respect to x and y. The signal can thus be synthesized

by performing a double integration with respect to S, and S.,. Suppose

for example we have a WKBJ solution (5.10) of one of the first order

coupled equations, expressed as a function ox' S, and 5_. The behaviour

of f in space is then given by
z

-00

(5.2s)
It is assumed here that the signal originates at t',e point (0,0,0). At

large enough values of x y and z the second exponential is a very rapidly

varying function of S, and S?, and it is appropriate to perform a saddle

point integration (see, for example, Jeffreys and Jeffreys 19?6 Ch 17)

or a stationary phase integration (Jeffreys and Jeffreys 1956 Ch 17).

Basically, the argument is that if the amplitude function A (S^S )£xp(J Pel?.)

is slowly varying then the only significant contributions

to the integral come from the plane waves in the spectrum for which S, and S?

are near the values which make the phase (i.e. the argument of the

exponential in the second integral) stationary. These pl^ne raves interfere

constructively; the remainder interfere destructively. The condition

for the phase to hav̂ j a stationary value is that its first derivatives

wi .h respect to S, and o are zero. Ais implies that

*l; **• (5.29)

Equations ($.29) and (5.^0) define the trajectory of a ray in a plane

stratified medium. It can bo shown (tiines 1951 a,b,c,d,) that this gives

the local direction of energy propagation. At some point x, y, z the signal

is almost entirely defined by conditions along the ray path froi the origin

to the point if the medium is slowly varying.

" • " " • • • a ! 7 '
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'•1'he great virtue of ray tracing is that it can be generalized to a medium

which varies from point to point in any manner whatever, provided that

it is slowly varying (Haselgrove 1954» 1957)«

In general other types of solutions cannot be obtained in media which are

anisotropic and not horizontally stratified. The only other case which

can be treated in general is that of spherical stratifications with small

curvature (Walker, 1973)=

Important generalizations of ray tracing have been made by liarvey (1968)

who snowed how focusing effects could be included and by Budden and

Terry (1971) who worked in complex space to compute losses accurately.

6. Numerical Methods

In many practical cases the approximate WKBJ method is not valid; the

elements of T may vary rapidly with z. Sometimes the variation is so rapid

that the whole range of z in which the change takes place is a fraction of

a wavelength. Here it may be appropriate to ai)proxiniate the region by a

sharp boundary. This is frequently not possible. For example consider

the D-region of the ionosphere for thc= case of VLi1', say 5 kiiz. The

whole region is perhaps 20 km thick and the free space wavelength is 60 km.

However at the top of the D region the refractive in;lex is large and the

wavelength in thu medium may be as small as 1 km. The region behaves in

such a way that neither the VKiiJ nor the sharp boundary approximation is

valid. In this case, there is no alternative but the direct numerical

integration of equation (4.19). There are a number of techniques for

doing this. Sometimes only the ratio of upgoin,'; t) do.vn&oing field

amplitudes is required, in this case Budden (1955» 1962) has shown that

equations for a reflection coefficient matrix or an admittance matrix can b-j

set up. These equations have the advantage of being numerically stable

when integrated which is not shared by equation (4.19). However they are

complicated and non-linear and normally only give ratios of field components.

If the actual fields are required they cannot be used, although in some eigen-

value problems it is possible to retrieve the fields from the matrix

admittance (Walker 1971). The most generally valuable method is probably

that of Pittev/ay [VjS'j) who inte rates equation (4.19) directly but constrains

the two solutions which fit the boundary condition:; to remain Hennitian

orthogonal so as to avoid the problem of numerical swa'nping.

A..

wmmmw*.
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Another method which has been used successfully is that of Altmann &

Cory (1969) who approximate the medium by a number of thin slabs.

The solutions are then matched across the boundaries, yielding a matrix

equation for the fields.

7. Eigenvalue problems

7.1 The narth-ionosphere waveguide

At very low frequencies (2 kHz - 20 kHz) the distance between the surface

of the earth and the bottom of the ionosphere is comparable with the

wavelength. -In ouch cases radiation can propagate for great distances

by being reflected back and forth between earth ^nd ionosphere. Such

waveguide propagation is extensively discussed J.II the books by Wait (1962)

and Budden (1961).

In these circumstances equation 4«19 is subject to boundary conditions at

the ground and at a :reat height in the ionosphere. The first of thjse

is usually that the ground is a perfect conductor (E = K = 0) and the

second that there should be only outgoing waves at infinity. In such

circumstances, since the elements of T are functions of S, and S_ the

problem is an eigenvalue problem, yielding eigenvalues of S, and So. These

can usually be found numerically. Tiie fields then vary horizontally as

exp |- ik (s.x + Soy)j . The eigenvalues of o, and 3_ correspond to wave-

guide modes. Aiia3o ;ous problems 1'or ducts in the majnetosph-jre have been

disclosed by the author (ii/alkert 1971, 1972) and hy Jcarabucci and Smith

(1971).

0. :'ouri'jr synthesis of signals

Very little work h.-is been done in evaluating a Kourier integral such as

(ii.2ti) in order to find th« behaviour of the fields in space when both

the inhoraogeneity and anisotropy of the medium are included. Even in the

rty tracing approximation the change in amplitude of the field due to

convergence or diverg;nce of the ruys is seldom taken into account although

Harvey (I968,unpublished) has devised a method for doing so. In this
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.section a particular problem is described in which the evaluation of

such an integral is necessary. The numerical work for thtj solution

of this problem is in progress. The problem is that of a vertical

Hertzian dipole located at the surface of the earth, which is considered

to be a perfect conductors A few wavelengths above this surface is a

plane stratified magneto-ionic medium which cannot be tre/ited as slowly

varying. Above this region is a uniform magneto-ionic medium. The

conditions of thi3 problem approximate a lightning flash radiating v.l.f.

signals into the wnistler mode in the ionosphere and into the earth-

ionosphere waveguide.

Consider figure 4 which represents this model. In region 3 which

represents the D rejion U and Vvary rapidly with z and 5 is supposed

constant. In region 4 all these quantities are conat-.nt. The fields

satisfying boundar.v conditions at z = 0 and z = OQ can be referred to

level z = Sj and matched there. Just below z = Zj the fields will bo

z'\

4°' 4- a(s)

/ TK1

0

0
b(s)

/ °
E

0

\

T£
y

TE

X

/

or
e = e

(o) TE

(7-1)

(7.2)

^ e
o) <is the amplitude of that plane wave in the an.oilar spectrum

of a H e r t z i a n d i p o l u wnose p r o p a g a t i o n d i r e c t i o n i s d e f i n e d oy .]., 3 5 , a n d o~
TI.I it -

and £ ire the source free T2 and Til fields which satisfy the boundary

,(1)

conditions at z = 0.

Just above z = Zj th-.-re are two independent cola'nns e V i / 'ni ̂ _v^/ which

satisfy the boundary conditions at z = + 00 that there should be only

outgoing or decaying evanescent waves,. These are obtained by selecting

those eigenvectors (4.13) of the matrix T in th'? rc,;ion z > z , s.; ti.--f.vin.;;

Lhe boundary con.ii tions, and intejratin;; numeric dly liovm to z = z,. The

fiold at z = z. is

e = (7.3)

A..

^
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r'i,-.urfe 4- ..lod'jl of tho ionosphere and earth
ioiiosplitirt. for JLjj le ra.li".tion.

1. Perfectly coii'iuntijij _,roun i
2. Free? sp'ico
5. 0 region
4. Uniform ionoshih^re.
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where c and d are amplitudes to be determined. Equating (7«2) and (7»3)

gives a set of four simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the

amplitudes a, b, c and d.

The actual fields in the free space region and in tho ionosphere must be

found by evaluating a Courier inte6T?al. This will be of the form

ff ' (7.4)

Within the guide A has a series of poles near the r«al axis in addition

to branch points. It can be expressed as a series of contributions from

the poles together with a branch cut integral. The residues must be

calculated numerically, as must the contribution fron the branch cut

integrals This is entirely analogous to the type of computation perfornod,

for example, exhaustively by Wait and his co-workers (Wait, 1962) for

somewhat simpler canes. The signal transmitted into the ionosphere,

however,has not been computed for a model as complicated as this. In

this case the integral is best evaluated by the method of stationary

phase or steepest descent, /or this purpose both first and second derivatives

with raspect to S, and S- of a, b, c and d are necessary and must be found

numerically. This is a formidable but not insuperable problem invd "ing,

among other things, a step by step integration of equation 4«18 a*id its

first and second derivatives with respect to S, and So. Preliminary

numerical work is in progress.
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PLASMA INSTABILITIES DRIVEN BY ELECTRIC CURRENTS

PERPENDICULAR TO A MAGNETIC FIELD.
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R. Bharuthram (University of Natal and University
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1. Introductioni

1.1 Controlled nuclear fusion research faces two major problems, viz. the

containment and heating of a plasma. Amongst the devices developed in

attempts to solve this problem is the 9-pinch. In this device a very

high current is pulsed through a single-turn coil about an evacuated

cylindrical chamber. As a result an axial magnetic field is set up

and an azimuthal (©) electric current induced in the plasma in the

tube. The annular cylinder of plasma implodes at high speed and a

shock-like discontinuity in such parameters as density (n), temperature

(T) and magnetic field (B) is observed at the imploding point. The

thickness of the shock is found to be smaller than the collision mean

free path, however, i.e. conventional viscosity does not play a role

in defining the shock thickness. Such a phenomenon is an example of

a collisionless plasma shock wave.

Anomalous heating effects are observed in these experiments. Classical

resistivity alone is not sufficient to explain the heating and it has

been deduced that the observed temperature increases arise from the

severe turbulence set up in the shock front by instabilities. In

addition to 9-pinch experiments, a good deal of research has also been

carried out on collisionless shocks in other geometries, as a potential

auxiliary heating method. Furthermore, these shocks are observed in

interplanetary physics and seem to play an important role there.

1.2 It is well -known that currents drawn through a plasma can give rise to

instabilities, whereby the free energy available from the particle beam

is fed into certain wave3, whose amplitudes (in the linear phase) then

grow exponentially. The number of unstable modes is greatly increased

when the current is drawn perpendicular to a magnetic field.
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We shall restrict ourselves by making two fundamental assumptionst

(a) The growth rate 0 S-ll.< - , the ion gyrofrequencyj
in • c

(b) Only electrostatic modes will be considered, i.e. the wave

electric field is parallel to the propagation vector k. This

implies amongst others that the ratio of plasma to magnetic

pressure

B2/8

Despite these restrictions, it should be noted that there are a large

number of independent parameters, viz. T /T., m /m., (O /Si ,

n Ax ' V c e "̂  kJ-V
Here subscripts {, and i are relative to B, v_ is the drift speed and

kn Ax ' V c e "̂  k J V

c = J T /m the electron thermal speed, R - c JjTL is the electrone " e e , e e e

Larmor radius and Co • | 4"H~ne /m the plasma frequency.

l.J The current referred to above is of course related to the relative

drifting of electrons and ions. There are a number of causes for such

a relative drift. An obvious source is some sort of external electric

field which gives rise to a beam. This is the case in, for example,

the Double Plasma device, in which a large diameter ion (or electron)

beam is drawn through a grid from one half of the chamber into a plasma

in the other half. Such a device is particularly useful for studying

beam-plasma interactions under controlled conditions as the plasma

can be made quiescent, and extraneous effects thus minimized.

In the 9-pinch and collisionless shock experiments there is invariably

a local electric field E in the shock profile. As a result particles
_t —> -»/ 2

experience the well-known drift vp = c E x B/B .

The E x B drift does not normally give rise to charge separation as the

drift is charge-independent. In these experiments, however, the

lengthscale may be between R and H., and the timescale betweeni2. and
—1 e 1 1

Si . As a result the electrons are magnetized and the ions are not.

ThuB the ions do not experience the E x B drift because of their inertia

and hence the electrons drift relative to the ions.

A-.
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In addition to the above effects, perpendicular gradients in density,

temperature and magnetic field strength all give rise to charge-dependent

drifts, and hence a current.

2. The Dispersion Relation!

2.1 The basic procedure for obtaining the dispersion relation is as follows!

(a) One defines an equilibrium situation.

(b) One considers perturbations of that situation, varying as

exp 5 i (3c.x - "t)j .

(c) One obtains values for the perturbation electron and ion densities

(and, in principle, current densities) and pluga them into Maxwell's

equations, which couple the two species. For electrostatic waves

one does not require the currents as Maxwell's equations reduce to

Poisson's equation alone.

We shall consider the following modelt

We shall in general follow the derivation of Gary and Sanderson^ '. In our

detailed calculations we shall ignore V n andVT. The drifts caused by these

gradients can be absorbed in the major E x B drift, while thê 7fi drift

contribution is significantly different mathematically (cf.§ 2.4).
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We shall assume that the electrons are magnetized while the ions are

unmagnetized. Both species satisfy the Vlasov equation (i.e. the

•colliaionless Boltzmann equation1).

'•1'he time-independent fields in the shock frame are .

B<0) - - x E
X (2.1.1)
( )z

with £ the order of the shock width,so that{\fj = £ v^

From the equations of motion

x = eEx/m -

z =• 0

we find two constants of the motion to order £ viz.

o p
v and v + (v - v-.) where
z x v y Ir

v_ = c — - — = v
D Bt E

The Vlasov equation is

(2.1.4)

This leads to the equilibrium distribution function for the electrons,

f ^ (v) = (2TTc2)~ 2 n exp ( - (v 2 + (v - v_)2 + v 2)/2 c 2 { (2.1.5)e \ / \ e-> o / v x x y D z ' e j v '

The Maxwell curl B equation imposes a relation between E and B, viz.

E «= £ B 2/4 7T ne

We now consider a small perturbation such that

f = f ̂  + f ^
e e e

and linearize about the equilibrium (2.1.5)«

The linearized Vlasov equation is

~ tv^Vt- + — e r - /-Vvte (2.1.6)

The left hand side represents the rate of change of f * , as seen by an

A-



observer moving through phase space with the 'fluid' under the influence

of the equilibrium fields E and B . The equation may be solved

by the method of 'integrating along the unperturbed orbits' - the method

of characteristics.

Ignoring the wave magnetic field (electrostatic waves) and considering

the disturbance to have been absent at t = - « , we get

-g %--» w -, m J - y ,- . ,, ji. . v , <*t (2.1.7)

where ^ ' _ -, ^ > ^^

X ' ( c ) * * Via)* V

Assuming f ^ ' andd)^ ' to have the form exj.| i (k .x -wtnone obtains

By solving the orbit equations (2.1.2) one may substitute for (x' - x) and

then carry out the time integral which yields a double infinite sum of Bessel

functions. The electron density is then given by integration over velocity

space.

Poisson's equation is

k

As both densities are found to be proportional to© one may write this

equation as

1 + Kd + Kg = 0 (2.1.9)

where K. and K arise from the ion and electron densities, respectively.

The ions are assumed unmagnetized(and do not sec th.1 electric fi 'ld)und

it is easily shown from the ion equation equivalent to (2.1.8) that the ion

contribution is k 2 T / / t o \

K. = — 2 m~ / IT"*|<f / (2.1.10)

with the Debys length

Te
\<£~ (2.1.11)
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and the plasma dispersion function defined as

for imaginary/U>0

(2.1.£2)

The electron contribution is found-to be

(2.1.15)

after the integral has been converted to cylindrical coordinates in velocity

space and the v and angular integrations carried out. Here we have chosen

k - 0. The expression £v a /2./1 represents theVB drift. Equation

(2.1.9), together with the expressions (2.1.10) and (2.1.13). forms the

dispersion relation, and can be solved numerically. It is often useful,

however, to consider various limiting and special cases analyticdly.

2.2 (a) Let us first ignore theVB drift. In that case the integral over v^

can be carried out using the well-known relation

(2.2.1)

In that case we get

^'"°° (2.2.2)

where I is the modified Bessel function of order m.

This form of K is quoted by Barrett et al^ ' and Lashmore-Davies and Martin^'

as the starting point of their discussions of the dispersion relation, i.e.

(2.2.3)

A-.
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Here

zme

(b) If we ignore K. and drop the drift terms in the dispersion relation

then (2.2.5) reduces to

(2.2.4)

For perpendicular propn/jation (k-*0) this reduces to

y ^ -- o
"""•« " ° (2.2.5)

This is the dispersion relation for so-called electron cyclotron harmonics

or Bernstein modes, electrostatic electron waves which do not depend in any

way on the ions and whose frequency is close to n -O. . (Figure 3)

In fact there is one mode for each harmonic ofil , and as k increases, the

nth mode-* n -ft- , but with the real part of the frequency! to JX/2 e. They are

found to propagate perpendicular to a magnetic field without growth or decay,

but as the angle tot ween"k and B moves away from 90 , damping sets in rapidly

(i.e. for k^FO). In fact propagation occurs essentially only within an

angle 0 given by cos Q<3x (kR ) . By virtue of their small gyroradius the

electrons are tighly tied to the magnetic field lines, i.e. they do not easily

move across the field. It can be shown that particles with parallel velocity

v along the magnetic field will interact resonantly with the wave and absorb

energy from it if v satisfies the condition

" - k* V* " " A C (2.8.6)

This cyclotron damping is associated with a gyrating particle 'seeing' an in-

phase wave electric field. For a small number of particles to be involved, and

therefore for damping to be insignificant it is necessary that the value of

v required to satisfy (2.2.6) be ̂ c . Such considerations lead to the

result that Bernstein modes are strongly damped outside a cone given by

kz/k « (k ig-
1.
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(c) If one considers&>«n., then Z(z )̂ s - Z(z ) for m = - n and the sum
e me ne (2)

in (2.2.3) is reduced to a single term. Hence one obtains the relation*' '»

+ ̂  Z (z, j
*'' (2.2.7)

Here we have used the fact that

u 2 ('/•.; -f\ ~ - i Z'7' ;
/ ' / (2.2.8)

This dispersion relation is similar to that for the ion acoustic instability

occurring in the absence of a magnetic field, but shows certain modifications.

Ion acoustic waves are one of the two fundamental electrostatic wave modes of

a field-free plasma. Whereas Langmuir (or plasma) waves have a high phase

vejocity ( '-J/k^c ) and involve only electrons, ion acoustic waves have a

phase velocity equal to the ion acoustic speed ( co/k = c = (T /m.) ) and

involve both ions and electrons. The ions provide the inertia, wnile the

electrons may be visualised as a fluid flowing to neutralize the charge

separation due to ion oscillations. An important characteristic of the ion

acoustic wave is that it suffers severe ion Landau damping unless T "̂  T.. The

damping is proportional to a term of the form^f; /S^J _ >. » i.e. to the

slope of the ion distribution function evaluated at the phase velocity of

the wave, A physical explanation of this is as follows: ions with velocity

close to the phase velocity 'see1 the wave for a long time and interact

strongly with it, faster particles giving up energy to the wave and slowerg

f.ones being speeded up by the wave. If f: has a negative slope at v =to/k,

then there are more 'slower' than 'faster' particles and the result is a net

loss of energy by the wave, i.e. damping. (Figure l)
(2)

Returning to (2.2.7), Barrett et alv ; have pointed out three differences from

the field-free case. First there is the ft in the ion term, secondly the
2 A 2 ' °

replacement of the usual 2k A^ by thelefthand side of the equation (which

reduces to k >\_ for k R ^ l ) and, most important of all, the replacement of
XI j ™

the usual wave number k in the argument of the electron Z function by k , the

component parallel to the magnetic field only. As a result it turns out there is

an enhancement by a factor k/k in the growth rate.
z

(d) For low temperature (T , T.—=*> 0 and k R Ĉ l) and k <£ k the above

dispersion relation reduces to that of Ashby & Paton ,

(2.2.9)
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Thia is reminiscent of the usual two-stream instability condition, in which

one has cold electron and ion beams with a relative drift velocity v,,, viz.

I W o / (co- K,V*J- ^ (2.2.10)

For thia reason the instability described by (2.2.9) is called the modified

two-stream instability. It should be noted that both {2.2.3} and (2.2.10)

can be derived by use of the fluid equations rather than the Vlasov equation

to obtain the densities. If a finite tempenfcure is allowed for, one finds

for the field-free case that the two-stream configuration is unstable if

v >c . Comparison o£ (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) shows that the electron term has
? p

an additional factor k /k . This has the effect that the instability
(f\}

condition for the modified two-stream instability* becomes vT.~>c (k /k ) .
u e z

This is, of course, a much weaker condition.
Physically this is because a wave with k <f.k has a phase velocity along ~B

z y
which exceeds the thermal velocity c , and this is important as electrons are

6

constrained to move along B. In the direction of the drift (perpendicular to ~B)

the phase speed is of the same magnitude as the drift speed, even when v.ŷ .c .

2.3 From the derivation in 2.1, it will be noted that K depends on the form

of the equilibrium distribution function f '°' (cf. (2.1.8)). Krall and Liewer^ '

have chosen a slightly different f from that given by (2.1.5). As a result

the dispersion relation they obtain differs a little from the one discussed

above. A consequence of this will be discussed in<>3«

Another point worth noting at thia stage is an alternative mathematical method

of derivation of the dispersion relation. In the method described above, the

time integral (2.1.8) has been carried out first to obtain f * , and then

subsequently the velocity space integrals have yielded the density. This order

of integration may be reversed Jt\y. m After tne velocity integrals one

obtains the time integral in the form of a generalized Gordeyev integral

where vD is theVB drift and tZ» = oi— k v .
n y D

It may then be shown that

(2.5.2)

r
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2.4 Our discussion of aspects of the dispersion relation in §2.2 did not include

the effects of the gradient in magnetic field strength, i.e. of theVB drift,

(2.4.1)

It was mentioned earlier that theVB drift was mathematically different from

theVn andVT drifts which could be absorbed in the general drift v D

(predominantly due to E x B ) . The reason for this is that whereas theVn

andVT drifts, like the E x B drift, are macroscopic drifts, affecting particles

of all velocities equally, the73 drift is microscopic - its magnitude is
o

proportional to Vx and hence it plays a role in the vA integration in (2.1.13).

What is more, as it appears in the denominator (in the plasma dispersion function

inbgral) it introduces a singularity.

^ne way of tackling this problem is to make the often justifiable assumption

that theVB drift is small, i.e.

(2.4.2)

This is equivalent to a low- 8approximation* . In this regime then the

denominator may be expanded, (l + x ) ~ ~ (l - x), and the singular behaviour

avoided. This technique for dealing with the VB drift is used by Krall and

Liewer* ' to explore an instability with k » 0 and k R < 1 . We will return
z y e

to it in d 3.
Gary* ' and Priest and Sanderson , on the other hand, use the Gordeyev

ry

integral approach (2.3«1) to discuss an instability with (k H ) £?1 and
2 (9) "̂  e

(k R ) %,!, while Sanderson and Priest replace the latter restriction with
k - 0.
z

The Instabilitiesi

. It turns out that in the absence of gradient effects there are three basic

classes of instability that occur. These are the electron cyclotron drift

instability (also known as the beam cyclotron or Bernstein instability)

associated with the Bernstein waves, the ion acoustic instability and the

modified two-stream instability. Depending on the temperature ratio Te/T., these

classes have varying behaviour and may even merge into one another.

The introduction of gradient drifts implies that so-called drift instabilities,

e.g. of the flute ty,,e, arise. While it has been suggested by Krall and Liewar* '

that these are separate new modes, Lashmore-Davies asserts that the effect of

these drifts is merely to extend the region over which the modified two-stream

instability can occur, viz. to include propagation perpendicular to B (k = 0),
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which does not occur in the absence of gradients. According to thia view, it

is not essentially a new mode, however.

3.2 An interesting way of looking at the instabilities is by way of the coupling

of certain waves either with other waves or with a specific set of reronant

particles in the plasma. Mention of the latter type has already been

made earlier.

One may differentiate between reactive and dissipative instabilities .

(i) Diasipative instabilities involve a coupling between a single wave

and a set of resonant particles. As a result there is a flow of powe'-

between these particles and the wave.

(ii) Reactive instabilities involve a coupling between two waves which carry

energy of opposite sign to each other. There is an energy exchange

between the two waves, but not between the wave and the plasma. For

a linear electrostatic wave the energy density is given by

(2.4,3)

where £, is the longitudinal dielectric const..nto Lashmore-Davies

shows that for 5^0 (i.e. a negative energy wave) one requires

Negative energy waves have the unusual property that they grou when

energy is extracted from them. Thus when a negative and a positive

energy wave couple, both grow. Similiarly, if resonating particles

extract energy from a negative wave (dissipative case), it will also

grow.

It should be noted that because diesipative instabilities involve

relatively few particles (the resonant ones), while reactive instabilities

involve the whole distribution function which supports the wave, the

latter are more difficult to stabilize and in that sense are most

dangerous. It has also been jjointed out^ that for a current (l

along B one obtains the dissipative ion acoustic instability for

c <_v_^c but for v D>c the growth r

of the reactive two-stream instability.

c <_v_^c but for v D>c the growth rate is enhanced by the occurrence

5.3 In the analysis below we shall essentially follow the discussion of Lashmore- ^

Daviea and Martin . We shall consider 3 regimes of the parameter Tg/T.. \J&
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(a) T ^ T . In this regime ion acoustic waves are not damped. Thrue types

of instability are observed.

(i) Ion-Acoustic Instability For k /k not too small and v,/>c the

dissipative ion acoustic instability is observed. Its behaviour varies

somewhat, depending on the value of k H . For an electron Larmor radius

larger than the perpendicular wavelength, the behaviour is essentially

that of the .non-magnetic case* , while for k H > 1 , th« growth rate
(o\ y ®

is enhancedK ' (c.f. 2.2.(c)).

This instability arises from inverse electron Landau damping of the

ion wave, when the projection of the wave phase velocity onto the field

coincides with the velocity of maximum positive slope of the electron
(Vvure 2)

distribution function. As the wave direction is swung around so that

it becomes more nearly perpendicular to f (k,/•' decreasing), the

instability goes over into a reactive type. There are two possibilities:

(ii) Modified Two-stream Instability: This involves the coupling of two
waves, viz. the lower hybrid O ^ = W (l +o ^/£l*)~* (5.3.I)

and a Doppler shifted electron mode, which forU) <£-A. reduces to the
P e _»

Doppler shifted electron plasma wave almost perpendicular to B, with

W - k v » - k 43 /k. Clearly this h;isW<k)rv and hence is a

negative energy mode. If the ratio k /k is increased, the coupling

no longer takes place and the lower hybrid wave goes into an ion

acoustic wave.

This is essentially a fluid type instability and despite having a

lo.ver growth rate than certain competing microinst-:bilities, it may

well be very important in deciding the final turbulent state -of the

plasma. Ott et aP have shown that the maximum growth rate occurs

when k /k (m /in. )'' in which case the electrons behave effectively as
2 e i

though they have a mass equal to the ion mass. (This arises from the

constraint on the electrons imposed by the magnetic field). There are

also conditions on the angle of wave-propagation through constraints on

kc. ( to avoid ion Landau damping) and on k c (to avoid Landau

damping), as well as the condition k il.^l^k R . The resulting

instability has ̂ (»)~Ji«M~w
LH'~k v . In both (i) and (ii) CO < Sic

and one needs only the m = 0 term in the summation in (2.1.13).

(iii) Slectron Cyclotron Drift Instability; Also known as the Bean Cyclotron or

Bernstein instability, this involves the coupling of the slow negative

energy Bernstein wive (Doppler shifted) and the ion acoustic wave. As a

result one has the resonance condition Ui % k v- - \w\S\. = kc
y D e s

(for k HoV>l) for maximum growth rate,und as there is a single predoninant

harmonic, one again needs only one tern in the summation in (2»1.13),

This instability requires/...
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k /k « 0 so as to prevent electron cyclotron damping from killing the
z

Bernstein modes. As k ia increased the reactive coupling gives way to a
z

dissipative coupling between the ion wave and resonant electrons. It isp
that for v_/c & 0,5 this instability has the largest growth

rate of the three, but it is of course restricted to a ver,/ nerrow range

of angle to the magnetic field. Although, being reactive, it may be more

difficult to atabili/.e, it is likely to be less dangerous than the ion

acoustic instability because of the restriction to k
zz

The minimum drift velocity for which the ECDI occurs is given by

and thus the threshold is 4Cc only if LkfirlL. (/i.-ure 4)

(b) T •» T •

e i The field free ion acoustic instability is now suppressed by

ion Landau damping. As a result, essentially two modes occur.

(i) Modified Two-Stream Instability! As k /k -> 0 for the ion wave, the ion
z y . /TO)

wave tends to the lower hybrid waveM-i^,, withi^k c.. McBride et al '

have given a detailed discussion of this instability and its importance.

They stress particularly the fact that it can operate in a regime where

other instabilities do not occur, viz. for vyXc (excluding the usual

iSuneman two-strearo instability), T ̂ s T. (excluding the ordinary ion

acoustic instability),Ji. ~%jU) (excluding the KCDl).

The growth rats shows strong dependence on v_/c » but in all cases as

k /k increases, it tends to zero, while the real part of the frequency

tends to U> * Jl KCi * K C s for f^ „ <p i.e. the ion acoustic frequency.

(ii) ECDI} In this temperature regime the ECDI changes from a reactive to

a dissipative type of instability because of Landau damping of the ion

wave. 'J-'he slow (negative energy) -Sernstein wave now couples through

Landau damping with resonant ions as pointed out by Lashmore-Davies*- .

and Forslund et al (l$). The resonance condition is then

(5.3.4)

In later papers, too, the Los Alamos group^ ^'^ •*' have shown by hunerical

solution oS the full dispersion relation, th t the maximum growth rati- for a

given cyclotron harmonic occurs very close to where the line «>* K̂  Cvc"" C-0

cuts the Bernstein mode dispersion curves, and brought out this coupling

very clearly. (Figure 5)

# (2) /•••

Barrett et al an?.,-;•..-st that in this regime the ion <iC-.iust,ic inntabilit;

can also exist for suitable k__ because P t̂llow:) invuivse electron Land:.u

damping wi thout ion Landau damping.
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Again one has the modified two-stream and Bernstein instabilities.

addition, for to/k4> C. and tti- k v ^ ^ k c , one obtains another unstable

mode, which has the pha.e velocity o ^ T ^ ^ fiy ^ ^ w U h the ion

acoustic wave, this has been called the electron acoustic instability.

It is dissipative and occurs for k /k not too small. '-The Bernstein mode is

extremely narrow in k - space in this regime.

3.4 In the above analysis the plasma has been treated as uniform, and gradient

drifts not included. \\

G a r y ^ has considered the7B drift in the regime T ̂ >T., k R ^ l a n d k R & 1 \
e / p \ z e ̂

and shown that it has a negligible effect. Priest and Sanderson^ ' considered

VB, V T and V n drifts for the ion acouatic instability with k R ^ l and kz

and found that the temperature gradient increases the growth rate considerably

by distorting the electron distribution function, which leads to the ion

acoustic instability occurring even for T ~ T . .
(a) e ^

Sanderson and PriestV7/ relaxed the condition k H y l and in fact assumed
Zt 6

k = 0. They found that Bernstein waves for T "5̂ T. were hardly affected while

the ion acoustic instability growth rate wris increased by the temperature

gradient. For T.^T , there is an effect on the ̂ ernstein waves, but the^T

andVB drifts tend to cancel each other out.
(6)

Rrall and Liewerv ; have considered k R > 1 and k = 0 and find an unstable drift

mode for all T /T.. Lashmore-Davies and Martin^^ suggest, however, that this

ia not a separate mode, but merely the extension, by the presence of the

gradients, cf the modified two-stream instability (for k Af 0) into-the region

kz * °*
Recently calculations^ ' have been carriedout for T j^T., k R ̂ 1 and

S X J S

k ifO for ECDI in the presence of gradients. Starting with the Krall-Liewer

equilibrium f g ^ O C exp [- (i m u
2 + e £x)/Tej it was found thatVB

cancelled each other out exactly, while for

all three gradients contributed to the growth rate. In these calculations the

V B drift was assumed small as discussed in^2.3.

4. Computer simulations and Nonlinear studies:

4«1 The major reason for interest in the cross-field cu rent-driven instabilities is

the hope that they may explain certain classic collisionleas shock* ''̂  '
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and ©-pinch experiments. As pointed out by Biskamp and Chodura*'1'7'

'real experiments are normally too complicated', while 'purely theoretical

methods are rather limited in the case of a strongly turbulent system'. As a

result, a large number of numerical experiments has been carried out to try

to fill the gap. This is particularly true for the ECDI, about which it might

be said that a "lively debate1 has developed, particularly between the Los

Alamos group* ' * ''* , and the Naval .Research Laboratory Group* , with

additional comments coming from Carching* v .

4.2 We shall, however, first discuss the I..R.L, computer simulations of the
(11) (12) '

modified two-stream instability^ y'v . These have shown that electron {;•
and ion heating rates are approximately equal. The ions gain energy '•'}

particularly in the plane perpendicular to B while the electrons are heated i

parallel to the field. Final electron and ion temperatures are approximately :

equal, irrespective of the initial T /T.. The fact that the ions are heated i>
e 1 •;

leads the authors to suggest that one try to induce this instability (.-;

deliberately in a low-fl device. Many other heating methods give energy to ij

the electrons and ion-heating then depends on electron-ion energy exchange. The \\

final state here is characterized by (T. /m.)^«s (T /ro.) 'X^ v . The drift j]

has to satisfy

for the instability to go.
xt is also suggested that the ultimate level of turbulent fluctuations and

the amount of plasma heating will be governed by this fluid-like mode rather

than by competing (kinetic) microir.atabilities (even though the latter may

have a higher initial growth rate), as has been demonstrated in a simulation in

which a fluid-like ion-ion instability competed with the ECDI (niuxox

microinstability).

4.5 The major disagreements that have appeared on the SCDI appear in part to have

arisen out of differences of nomenclature and from the fact that different

parameter ranges have been studied. The picture is, however, somewhat

confused overall. An attempt at a summarization of the major points follows:

(a) Los Alamos 1 The calculations presented are essentially all 1-D, i.e.

having variables (x, v ,v ) with the magnetic field in the z direction.
x y

Leaning heavily on the observations from the simulations, the authors put

forward a qualitative nonlinear theory of the instability. It applies

particularly to high-£ shock experiments where k R <f>2TT'. Electrons can

then be trapped in combined electrostatic-nra&netic potential wells for

A..

I
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more than an electron gyroperiod. As a result of some fluctuations and of

motion of the wells across the field, the trapped electrons gain energy.

Thus nearly coherent behaviour of the electron trapped in a nearly coherent

wave is the basic heating mechanicsm. This behaviour is e ssentially one

of strong turbulence.

'•The dispersion properties in the nonlinear growth phase are found to be

substantially different from those of the ion acoustic instability,

(b) N.R.L.I A quasilinear theory (weak turbulence) is used to show that the

linear ECDI saturates at a rather low amplitude. The Bernstein waves defend

strongly on the electron gyroresonance. If the turbulent electric fields

perturb the electron orbits then the resonance is smeared out and the

instability killed. The limiting level arises if the turbulence causes the

electron to diffuse a distance 7T/k across the field during a gyroperiod.

The authors observe the saturation of the linear phase in some simulation

runs, and in others find that this j-ihase does not even occur because the

thermal fluctuations already exceed the critical value, (in a number of

experiments this is also axpected to be the case).

The simulation experiments are all 1-D. After the initial exponential growth

of electron temperature, a second period of slower exponential growth is

observed, at roughly the field-free ion acoustic growth rate if T./T is sndl

enough. On theoretical grounds they believe that this stage really is a

field-free ion acoustic instability as the magnetic field no longer plays

a role in the dispersion relation. This stage finally saturates, probably

because of ion trapping, and is followed hy linear growth.

The authors insist that -lectron trapping can only play a small ysxt role in

heating. On the other hand they calculate an effective collision frequency,

which, the Los Alamos group points out, does not explain the dependence of the

observed heating rate on magnetic field strength.

(c) Garchingj These simulations have a constant current constraint on them,

as the authors feel that this applies in the shock experiments. In their

1-D simulations they observe heating which is predominantly due to coherent '

acceleration of trapped electrons, in agreement with Los Alamos. In regard to 'J

the collision frequency they also disagree with N.R.L. They also study the

switch-off drift velocity, i.e. the ratio v_Vc when the thermal velocity •

saturates. In fact theylind v ~- 2 c . The result is that they disagree with •,%.

both other groups. if

The most important contribution of Biskarap and Chodura, however, is in their 2-D I,

calculations. Here theylind that heating is less efficient and more r|

stochastic, particularly in the x-y plane. The collision frequency behaves ij

much as in the field-free ion •coustic instability. The magnetic field only* if
/... I
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introduces an asymmetry of the spectrum with respect to the direction of the

current.

They suggest that some of the strong B-dependence (e.g. of the collision

frequency) observed in 1-D, but not in 2-D, will not occur in 3-D either - it

is in fact merely an artefact of the geometry. As a result they warn that care

must be taken in applying I-D simulation results to real physical

experiments.

Conclusion;

We have described briefly the major features of the linear theory of electro-

static instabilities arising from currents flowing across a magnetic field.

'•The uniform plasma situation has been emphasizau and the role played by

Bernstein modes,ion acoustic waves, streaming inatabilitios and resonant

particles pointed out. In addition the effects of non-uniformities have been

discussed. Finally an attempt has been made to summarize the confused situation

of the nonlinear behaviour.
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Figure li The physical mechanism of Landau damping. Particles
in the hatched region of the velocity distribution
function will interact resonantly with a wave of
phas..- velocity w/ko The slope of the distribution
function there is negative and so the interaction
results in damping of the wave. If the wave were
at a phase velocity equal to the velocity at which the;
distribution function has a larere positive slope,
the wave would grow by inverse Landau damping.

2: The effect of a magnetic field on the ion acoustic
instability. The hatched region snows the effective
electron velocity distribution function seen by the
wave. It is narrowed down by a factor k /k because

z
the electrons are constrained to move along- the
magnetic field. If the wave phuse velocity iu equal
to

- c kr/k, then the wave can grow by inverse

elsctron Landau damping.
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Figure b\ Jissporsion diagram Tor the rlornstuin mod,:;

for the case iioto that tiiere i s one
mode associated with oach cyclotron harmonic
•i i. snort wavelength ( l a r . o k). '£h<- low^r
ii./brid f re iuency X = w, ., = ••/,,. ( l + w

(ii i ' ter f'. i». Crawford.'.

- v'i i = v'i'- ( l + '* "//i. '") "•
Lil Pi pe e
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•r'igura 4 s Hoots of lha full electron cyclotron drift dispersion
relation for T = 10 T., v_ = 0,7^ c and k - 0.

e l D e 2
Local extrema of Im(w) an? indicated on the curves,
while normalized growth ratest/SL are plotted at

the botton against the vortical sc.ile on tho right.
The interaction of the Bernstein :no>le with the ion
acoustic w.tve is seun froin tie distortion oi thu
.lispsrsion diagram where t,no,/ interauct. The local
maximim growth rate coincides with this intersection.
(Reference l.T) o This calcultition ir, carried out in
the electron rest frame, not in thp ion frame as discussed
in this paper.
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8 10 12 I4\ 16 18 20 22

Figure ^: Hoots of tnu full el .ctron cyclotron drift lisp*!1-'ion
relation for T = T. . In tnis i;;; ;e th.' ^urnstein ande l
ioii •icountic carves in te rsec t without d i s to r t ion ,
iJaximum ,^rowtii occurs where the i-ernnt>?i)i node
crosses the l ine w/k = v - c . , i . e . /here ion Landau

A) 1

dampinjc feeds the negative enurgy Bernstein wave.
(Reference 14)


